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Bioprocess chromatography plays key roles in the manufacture of biotherapeutic proteins and 
guarantees the safe removal of critical impurities, but in its present guise future sustainability 
is questionable. The past decade has seen a conspicuous rise in the application of ‘smart’ or 
‘stimuli responsive’ polymers in downstream processing, and especially in adsorption 
chromatography. This interest is largely driven by the realization that smart polymer based 
separation systems might afford lean green solutions to endemic defects of conventional 
chromatographic systems. Temperature and pH responsive varieties are the most obvious 
candidates for bioprocess application. Effective use of temperature sensitive chromatography 
media materials in bioprocessing requires the development of specialized equipment. No such 
requirement affects the application of chromatography media embellished with pH responsive 
polymers, which have been used extensively, for example in the manufacture of high capacity 
tentacular ion exchange resins featuring single types of polyelectrolyte (PEL) chains.By 
sequentially tethering two weak oppositely charged PEL chains, poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) 
and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA), side-by-side within the pores of beaded meso-
macroporous chromatography matrices (Tresyl activated Toyopearl HW65 and Praesto 45) 
mixed PEL brush adsorbents displaying the 'Chameleon-like' ability to reversibly transform 
between anion exchange (AEX), and cation exchange (CEX) binding modes, have been created 
in this study.  This involved: (i) prior activation with tresyl chloride (for the Praesto 45 starting 
material only); (ii) patterning the pores of tresyl-activated media with two amine-terminated 
weak PELs, i.e. poly(2-vinylpyridine), P2VP (DP = 126) and poly(t-butyl methacrylate), 
PtBMA (DP = 204) or poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA (DP = 98) used sequentially for 
creating mixed PEL adsorbents (grafting PtBMA or PMMA first, P2VP second), and singly for 
homo PEL supports; (iii) blocking unreacted tresyl functions; and (iv) deprotecting PtBMA and 
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PMMA modified media to remove tertiary butyl protecting groups, thereby liberating the 
poly(methacrylic acid), PMAA chains.  
PEL adsorbents and intermediates in their manufacture were subjected to a battery of physico-
chemical and functional characterisation tests, which included: (i) FTIR (for composition and 
loading of each PEL type); (ii) gravimetry (for polymer loadings);  (iii) fluorescence imaging 
with fluorophore-tagged proteins (to assess uniformity of PEL brush distribution within 
supports); (iv) zeta potential measurements (to measure points of zero charge and examine  pH 
switching behaviour); and (v) functional protein binding and elution tests using model acidic, 
neutral and basic proteins.  
Loading calibration studies with each PEL chain type provided a simple framework for creating 
of mixed PEL fimbriated supports with different ‘PMAA:P2VP’ contents and inter-chain 
spacings in two sequential grafting steps. Successful manufacture of ‘functional’ mixed PEL 
supports was gauged from the following observations: (i) Smooth reversible charge switching 
of mixed PEL brush layers on modified Toyopearl supports demonstrated from measurements 
of zeta potential as the pH was swung back and forth across the point of zero charge; (ii) The 
point of zero charge of mixed PEL adsorbents strongly correlated with brush composition; (iii) 
mixed PEL supports displayed ‘chameleon-like’ pH switchable AEX-CEX protein binding-
desorption behaviour; (iv) Protein binding and elution performance of mixed PEL brush 
supports correlated with composition and individual PEL loadings, the balance of AEX-CEX 
character being clearly determined by the relative populations of the two oppositely charged 
PELs rooted ‘side-by-side’ in the same surface, and the loading of each type correlates with the 
support binding and elution performance; (v) The mixed PEL supports also displayed similar 
and in some cases superior pH mediated elution behaviour to homo PEL supports (e.g. when 
shifted by 1 or 2 pH units); and (vi) predictable pH mediated chromatographic separation of a 
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model mixture of acidic, basic and neutral proteins under low-salt conditions.Attempts to 
improve the low operational binding capacity of mixed PEL porous adsorbents for lysozyme, 
involving utilisation of a shorter chained of PMAA, and a different base matrix (Praesto 45), 
met with some success, but necessary further increases in binding capacity will likely require a 
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1.1   Chromatography 
Chromatography is one of the most widely used techniques for protein separation, especially in 
biopharmaceutical processes. This separation technique is based on an affinity of different 
molecules toward a stationary phase and a mobile phase. This affinity determines the various 
travel rates of these molecules through the system and the molecules can be separated by that. 
With a solid stationary phase (a porous matrix) packed in a column and a liquid mobile phase 
(mostly an aqueous buffer) pass through it, this is called ‘Column chromatography’, which has 
been the most extensive used technique in protein purification processes. There are various 
types of column chromatography based on different principles in separation as summarised in 
Table 1-1. 
Table 1-1   Chromatography techniques based on their fundamentals (Janson and Jonsson, 2011). 
Chromatography Technique Separation Principle 
Ion exchange chromatography Net charge 
Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) and 
Reversed phase chromatography (RPC) 
Hydrophobicity 
Size exclusion (or gel filtration) chromatography (SEC) Size and shape 
Affinity chromatography Biological function 
Immobilised metal ion affinity chromatography (IMAC) Metal binding 
  
1.1.1   Ion exchange chromatography 
The principle of ion exchange chromatography is charge interaction between charged 
biomolecules and a stationary phase containing opposite charges. Adsorption and desorption 
can be manipulated by changing environmental pH or ionic strength which has an impact on 
net charges of biomolecules and/or a stationary phase. Ion exchange chromatography has been 
widely employed in industrially separating and purification different biomolecules, including 
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proteins, antibodies, and nucleic acids because of its high capacity, resolving power, and mild 
conditions of binding and eluting steps (Desai et al., 2000). 
Ion exchange chromatography has been mainly classified in two subtypes according to a 
stationary phase’s charges. Anion exchange matrix expresses positive charges and can bind 
with negatively charged molecules. Another one is cation exchange matrix containing negative 
charges which can capture positively charged molecules (Karlsson, 2011). These supports 
display either positive or negative charges depending on functional groups on the support that 
possesses different pK values (Table 1-2). With these different numbers, protonation and 
ionisation can be performed in different pH and/or ionic strength. 
Table 1-2   Functional groups in ion exchangers with structures and pK values (Desai et al., 2000). 
Functional group Chemical structure pK 
Anion exchangers   






+H(CH3)2  8-9 
Diethylaminoethyl (DEAE) -O-CH2-CH2-N
+H(CH2CH3)2 9-9.5 
Cation exchangers   




Carboxymethyl (CM) -O-CH2-COO- 3-5 
 
Different functional groups also provide two subtypes for each exchanger type, including strong 
and weak ion exchangers. These do not indicate strength of interaction, but they refer to 
influence of pH on the group. As weak exchangers, such as, DEAE and CM, their charges are 
affected by changing pH and can be expressed only above the dissociation constant, while, the 
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charges are maintained along a wide pH range for strong exchangers, such as, Q and S (Desai 
et al., 2000). 
1.1.2   Hydrophobic interaction chromatography 
Hydrophobic interaction chromatography is based on the interaction between hydrophobic 
region of protein and non-polar ligand, which alternates the order of water around their 
molecules and generate thermodynamically favourable binding (Figure 1-1).  
 
Figure 1-1   Schematic of interaction between HIC matrix and protein (Redrawn from Tomaz and 
Queiroz, 2013). 
The strength of interaction is dependent on salt in mobile phase. High salt concentration or salts 
with high salting-out effect following the Hofmeister Series (Figure 1-2) in aqueous 
environment promotes strong interaction between protein and ligand. Desorption can be 
occurred by lower the salt concentration leading to reduction of surface tension in a liquid phase 
and subsequently dissociation of protein from the support (Desai et al., 2000; Eriksson and 
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Figure 1-2   Diagram represents The Hofmeister Series of some ions ordered by the impacts on the 
protein solubility in aqueous solution. Salting-out refers to impact on protein precipitation, while salting-
in refers to impact on protein stabilising (Redrawn from Tomaz and Queiroz, 2013). 
1.1.3   Reversed phase chromatography 
Reversed phase chromatography is closely related to HIC in term of the principle of separation 
molecules with different hydrophobicity. However, the techniques are practically different. 
Stronger interaction between ligands and hydrophobic regions of protein can be observed 
because of more hydrophobicity of ligands. Therefore, desorption process requires non-polar 
mobile phase, such as, methanol or acetonitrile. RPC absorbents are usually silicon materials 
with surface modification like n-Alkyl silanes on the surface of silica bead. Due to organic 
solvents are presented in the system, it is possible that protein denaturation or conformation 
changes will be occurred. Thus, RPC is less commonly used than HIC in large-scale purification 
of therapeutic proteins (Pettersson, 2011; GE Healthcare, 2012). 
1.1.4   Size exclusion chromatography 
Size exclusion chromatography is separating molecules based on their molecular size. 
Molecules with smaller size than the pore size of matrix tend to penetrate through the pore and 
travel for long time in a column. If the molecular size is larger, the travel time in the column 
Increasing salting-out effect 
Increasing salting-in effect 
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will be possibly shorter (Figure 1-3). Several SEC matrices have been commercially available 
and extensively used. These matrices are made of various materials including agarose, 
polyacrylamide, cross-linked dextran, silica, or highly cross-linked agarose which provide 
different characteristics, such as, bead size and pore size. Due to low capacity of SEC for 
processing samples, large amounts of SEC matrices would be required in industrial-scale 
production. However, SEC has been effectively exploited in polishing steps of purification 
process for buffer exchange or concentrating purpose (Desai et al., 2000; Hagel, 2011). 
 
Figure 1-3   Principle of SEC (Redrawn from GE Healthcare, 2014). 
1.1.5   Affinity chromatography 
Affinity Chromatography is based on the specific interaction between target proteins and 
immobilised ligands which is reversible. Typically, the specific interaction refers to biological 
specificity. However, affinity chromatography also actually includes separations related to non-
biological interaction, such as, group-specific, synthetic affinity, and pseudo-biospecific 
ligands, as long as, the highly selective bindings between target proteins and ligands are 
presented. These bindings could originate from electrostatic forces, hydrophobic interactions, 
Van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding, or a combination of these. Since specificity of 
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biorecognition is achieved, affinity chromatography has advantages over other techniques 
including high selectivity, high capacity, and high resolution. However, the affinity ligands are 
very expensive and could be vulnerable to harsh conditions. Several affinity ligands have been 
developed and some of them are commercially available including the well-known one, Protein 
A, which industrially used for monoclonal antibody (mAb) production (Batista-Viera et al., 
2011; Rowe et al., 2012). 
1.1.6   Immobilised metal ion affinity chromatography  
Immobilised metal ion affinity chromatography is based on the interaction between transitional 
metal ions, which are mostly Cu(II), Ni(II), Zn(II), Co(II), and Fe(III), and electron donor 
groups in the amino side chains of the protein, such as, cysteine, histidine, and methionine. 
Metal ions can be immobilised by using chelating compounds which are attached to the base 
matrix. Metal chelates can be formed as bidentate to pentadentate compounds which depend on 
the amount of occupied coordination bonds, while the available coordination sites, which 
commonly contain buffer or water molecule, can be bonded with electron donor groups on the 
surface of protein. The base matrix can be made of agarose, polysaccharides, or inorganic 
materials, such as, silica. High degree of metal chelating ligands, including tetradentate and 
pentadentate, tend to exhibit low capacity of protein binding due to the major loss of 
coordination sites. Therefore, the chosen metal ion has a direct impact on the protein affinity. 
IMAC has been evolved for various applications in protein purification. One common example 
is utilisation of histidine-tagged protein which is the target protein fused of histidine terminus 
and can be selectively separated in one step of IMAC (Kagedal, 2011; Cheung et al., 2012). 
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1.1.7   Challenges from conventional chromatography 
As the chromatography has been the blueprint in downstream process in biopharmaceutical 
industry for many decades, it is still the bottleneck and cannot be matched with the advance of 
upstream process that can produce higher capacities and larger titres (De Palma, 2017; GEN-
Genetic Engineering & Biotechnology News, 2018). The conventional chromatography is 
expensive which was mainly linked with low productivity. One of the contribution factors is 
limitation of the technique for some specific biomolecules, for example, plasmid DNA which 
has as remarkably similar properties as the host cell’s impurities leading to technical challenges 
in applying suitable chromatography. Moreover, a regulatory requirement of high purity of 
supercoiled plasmid DNA (>90%) made it more challenging because the supercoiled structure 
can be changed by ionic strength alteration (Prazeres et al., 1999; Ferreira, 2005; Sousa et al., 
2012). Another factor influencing low productivity is requirement of several-steps operation 
and long process time which can be found in downstream processing of some high value 
therapeutic biomolecules, such as, virus particles (Nestola et al., 2015; Silva et al., 2015; 
Lagoutte et al., 2016; Mochao Zhao et al., 2019) and  monoclonal antibody (mAb) (Thömmes 
and Etzel, 2007; Farid, 2008). Among all chromatography techniques, ion exchange 
chromatography is one of the most extensively used in bioprocessing due to its versatility and 
high capacity (Karlsson and Rydén, 1989; Jungbauer and Hahn, 2009; Cramer and Holstein, 
2011; Lenhoff, 2016). Although it has provided the advantages in bioprocess purification, high 
amount of salt is still required to achieved high product recovery, for example, in mAb (Levy 
et al., 2016; Großhans et al., 2018) and protein purifications (Faraji et al., 2017). This will 
consequently create considerable amount of salt that need to be managed, leading to a non-
economic and non-environmental-friendly process. Hence, development of a new 
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chromatography media by adapting smart polymer concept is an attractive way to overcome 
these issues. 
Applying smart polymer with thermo-responsive behaviour created the chromatography 
supports that can perform protein binding and elution in low salt condition by switching 
temperature (Maharjan et al., 2009; Müller et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2015). However, 
modification of equipment for controlling temperature is required which can cause an 
engineering constraint in development of large-scale process. With pH-responsive polymer, 
there is no such requirement for achieving protein adsorption and desorption in low salt buffers 
(Willett, 2009).    
1.2   Polymer brush 
Polymer brush is the term used to explain when polymer chains are attached to a surface with 
sufficiently high density. These chains are subsequently overlapped and stretched out from the 
surface like a brush (De Gennes, 1976; Milner, 1991; Halperin et al., 1992). The Alexander 
model (Alexander, 1977) is simply way to describe behaviour of polymer chains tethered on an 
interface and polymer brushes arrangement. Monodisperse polymer chains attached to a flat 
and non-adsorbing surface are considered in this model. The free energy of each polymer chain 
consists of two contributions, the interaction energy (Fint) and the elastic energy (Fel), as follow 
equation: 
F = Fint + Fel                                                   (1-1) 
The lowest overall free energy is favourable for the stable polymer conformation. When high 
density of tethered polymer chains on a surface is presented, the coils are strongly overlapping. 
This leads to increase of monomer-monomer contact, and subsequently high interaction energy. 
Thus, the polymer chains are enforced to stretch away causing increase of the layer thickness 
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and decrease of the interaction energy, whereas the elastic free energy is higher as a 
consequence. Therefore, the interplay of both two terms affects the thickness of layer and the 
formation of polymer brushes (Zhao and Brittain, 2000). 
Polymer chains tethered on a surface can possibly be established as three different regimes 
depending on the grafting density and the interaction between the chains (Figure 1-4). If the 
grafting density is insufficient and no interaction with neighboured chains can be expected, a 
flat ‘pancake’ or a ‘mushroom’ conformation can be observed. Pancake regime is formed in 
case of a high affinity between the polymer chains and the substrate is presented, whereas, 
mushroom regime is occurred from the non-adsorbed polymer chains. In a situation that the 
grafting density of polymer chains is adequately high, ‘brush’ conformation can be likely 
created (Fleer et al., 1998; Das et al., 2015). 
 
Figure 1-4   Schematic of the tethered polymer chains on the substrate surface.   
The brush formation can be predicted by two parameters, one is the distance between each 
grafted chain (D) and another one is the Flory radius (RF). The Flory radius or the radius of 
gyration (Rg) is defined by the expected ‘random walk’ of the tethered polymer chain which 
can roughly indicate the polymer chain dimension (Bartucci et al., 2002). The Flory radius can 
be simply calculated by the following equation; 
RF ≈ AL
v               (1-2) 
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where A is the monomer size (nm), L is the polymer length in term of monomer units (degree 
of polymerisation), and v is the Flory exponential, which is influenced from the interaction 
between polymer and solvent.   
 
Figure 1-5   Illustration of polymer chains conformation related to the inter-graft space (D) and the 
Flory radius (RF) (Adapted from Unsworth et al., 2005). 
The relation between the inter-graft space (D) and the Flory radius (RF) with polymer brush 
formation is shown in Figure 1-5. If D value is larger than 2RF, the mushroom regime will be 
likely occurred. After increasing grafting density, the distance between each polymer chain is 
smaller and weak overlapping is possibly observed if D is less than 2RF. If the grafting density 
is sufficiently high and reaches the point, where D is a lot less than 2 RF, the polymer brush can 
be expected (Unsworth et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2007). 
1.3   Smart polymer brush 
Polymer brushes can change their height or morphology when exposed to different 
environment, such as, solvent (Sidorenko et al., 1999; Minko et al., 2002a). It shows a potential 
to create a smart polymer brush which can characteristically controllable by switching 
environmental conditions. With two different polymer chains grafted on the surface, mixed 




1.3.1   Solvent-responsive polymer brushes 
The different polymer chains can act differently in the solvent depending on several factors, 
including their chemical structures, molecular weights, solubilities, compositions, and 
preferences to the substrate. Therefore, the surface morphology of mixed polymer brush can be 
changed by exposing to selective or non-selective solvent for the grafted polymer chains 
(Minko et al., 2002; Draper et al., 2004) 
Mixed brush of polystyrene (PS) and poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP), for example, exhibit 
different wettability, evaluated by the contact angle measurement, when they are treated with 
toluene, ethanol, or acidic water. The PS-P2VP brushes are hydrophobic by exposing to toluene, 
whereas less hydrophobic and highly hydrophilic surfaces are observed when treating with 
ethanol and acidic water, respectively. These could be the effect of morphology and 
composition alteration of the top layer, which was proved by the images from atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). It is possible that when the mixed brushes are exposed with toluene, which 
is prefer to PS, PS chains are swollen and stretched away from grafting point and occupy the 
top layer, while P2VP chains collapse on the surfaces. On the other hand, expectedly opposite 
results could be observed when the PS-P2VP brushes were treated with ethanol or acidic water, 
which are the selective solvents for P2VP (Figure 1-6). This was confirmed by detecting the 
chemically difference using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Sidorenko et al., 1999; 




Figure 1-6   Diagram demonstrating solvent-responsive behaviour of mixed PS-P2VP brushes when 
exposing with different selective solvents (Redrawn from Vyas et al., 2008). 
The solvent-responsive behaviour was also observed in the substrate grafted with poly(methyl 
acrylate) (PMA) and poly(styrene-co-2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorostyrene) (PSF). After characterising 
by contact angle measurement and AFM, it suggested that PMA was swelled and dominated 
the surface when exposing to acetone, while, PSF was dominant on the surface after exposure 
to toluene (Minko et al., 2002a; Lemieux et al., 2003).  
The mixed brushes composed of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and ethoxylated 
polyethylenimine (EPEI) can be rapidly changed from hydrophilic to hydrophobic surface when 
immersed in water and dried in air, respectively. Thus, they can perform adhesion or reactivity 
in aqueous environment, while exhibiting non-fouling surface in the air (Motornov et al., 2007). 
The non-adhesive surface has been also observed in the mixed brushes of PDMS and 
polyethyleneoxide (PEO). Due to quickly spontaneous changing in constitutions of the top layer 
from PEO chains in water to PDMS chains in air, the mixed brush can display non-sticky 
surface in both environment (Sheparovych et al., 2008). 
1.3.2   Temperature-responsive polymer brushes 
Thermo-responsive polymers are mainly classified in two types, one has a lower critical 
solution temperature (LCST) and another one has an upper critical solution temperature 
(UCST). A polymer presenting LCST becomes insoluble in solvent at the temperature above 
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LCST, while a polymer with UCST is insoluble in solvent below the UCST. These behaviours 
result from a balance between the entropy of the system, especially the entropy of water, and 
the enthalpy effects in order to reach energetically favourable state (Ward and Georgiou, 2011). 
Since these polymers have different preferences to water depending on temperature, they can 
change hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of surface when grafting to the surface. 
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAAm) has been extensively studied as a thermo-responsive 
polymer for biomedical application because its LCST, of approximately 32 ºC, is close to the 
human body temperature. PNIPAAm brushes can be switched from hydrophilic to hydrophobic 
surface when the temperature increase from below 32 ºC to above 32 ºC (Jonas et al., 2007; 
Mizutani et al., 2008). The PNIPAAm brush with functionalised terminal demonstrated 
thermos-responsive cell adsorption/desorption. Cells were adhered to the brush at high 
temperature, where the brush collapsed at the surface. When decreasing temperature below the 
critical temperature, the brush was rehydrated and cell detachment was observed (Matsuzaka et 
al., 2013). The PNIPAAm brush was not only tested with cells, but also proteins. There have 
been studies about using this brush as a protein resistance layer. The brush reaction with 
proteins was similar to the reaction with the cells. Briefly, bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 
human serum albumin (HSA) were highly adsorbed on the PNIPAAm brush at high 
temperature, while very low adsorption was shown at low temperature (Burkert et al., 2009; 
Xue et al., 2011).   
Poly [2-(methacryloyloxy) ethyl dimethyl-(3-sulphopropyl) ammonium hydroxide] 
(PMEDSAH) brushes exploiting the UCST properties have been studied and perform reversible 
change of wettability by altering temperature. This is influenced by molecular weight of 
PMEDSAH and grafting density (Azzaroni et al., 2006; Cheng et al., 2008). 
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1.3.3   Ion and pH-responsive polymer brushes 
This type of polymer brushes is alternatively named as “Polyelectrolyte (PEL) brushes”. This 
refers to polymer chains grafted on surface which contain charged monomers. Consequently, 
change in conformation or properties of polymer chains could be presented when exposing 
different pH or ionic strength. These changes are dependent on the interplay of three main 
factors; electrostatic interaction, solvation, and excluded volume effects. Poly(2-
methacrylolyloxyethyltrimethylammonium chloride) (PMETAC), for example, express 
hydrophilic surface in the solution without electrolytes because of significant impact from 
charge repulsion and excluded volume effect, whereas in the presence of electrolytes, 
electrostatic interaction dominantly affect collapse of the polymer chains (Azzaroni et al., 
2005). This behaviour was also seen in another polymer brush. Poly[1-(4-vinylbenzyl)-3-butyl 
imidazolium hexafluorophosphate] (PVBIm-PF6) brush tethered on silicon surface exhibiting 
hydrophobic nature switch to more hydrophilic surface after being exposed to 0.2 M NaCl 
aqueous solution for 1 h. This resulted from anion exchange between PF6
- and Cl- (He et al., 
2008).  
Polymers containing acidic or basic groups, especially weak acid or base groups, such as 
carboxylic acids, amines, and phosphoric acids are possible to perform pH-responsive 
properties due to their ability to be ionised by variation of pH. Polymer brushes containing 
phosphate groups, which possess pK1 ~ 1 to 2 and pK2 ~ 6 to 7 (Wazer, 1958), can display three 
different wettability properties depending on pH of the solution. In high pH (more than 12) 
solution, they were fully ionised leading to hydrophilic surface. In low pH (less than 1), they 
were fully protonated resulting in hydrophobic surface, supposedly, due to the hydrogen bond 
between protonated groups. In pH around 4, they were partly protonated causing intermediate 




Figure 1-7   Schematic of ionisation of phosphate group in different pH (Top) resulting in different 
wettability demonstrated by contact angle of water droplet (Bottom) (Zhou & Huck 2005). 
Mixed PEL brushes consisting of two oppositely charged polymer chains are highly attractive, 
since they could be potentially developed for a number of useful applications including non-
fouling surfaces, adjustment of surface wettability, and regulation of protein adsorption. An 
extension of mixed PEL brushes is influenced by the intra- and inter-chain Coulomb repulsion 
and the compensation of repulsion which depends on charge ratio (Shusharina and Linse, 2001).     
Several mixed PEL brushes have been extensively studied and developed. The interesting one 
is the brush composed of an acidic polymer, poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and a basic polymer, 
poly(2-vinyl pyridine) (P2VP). Homopolymer PAA, P2VP, and mixed PAA-P2VP brushes 
grafted on silicon wafer have been studied. Isoelectric points of these brushes determined by 
zeta potential measurements were at pH 3.2, 6.7, and 4.9 for PAA, P2VP, and mixed PEL brush, 
respectively. These isoelectric points indicate charged or uncharged state of these polymer 
chains. The mixed PAA-P2VP brush could be switched surface charge by exposing to different 
pH solutions according to contact angle measurements, zeta potential measurements, and the 
brush thickness analysed by ellipsometer (Houbenov et al., 2003). At pH below 6.7 (isoelectric 
point of P2VP), P2VP chains were protonated, whereas at pH above 3.2 (isoelectric point of 
PAA), PAA chains were ionised. Thus, at low pH (< 3.2), P2VP chains were highly positively 
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charged and stretched away from the surface, subsequently occupying the top layer, while PAA 
chains collapsed at the bottom. At high pH (> 6.7), the reversed behaviour was observed. 
Ionised PAA chains were stretched to the top layer, while P2VP chains were packed at the 
bottom. These switchable conformations of P2VP chains agreed with the conformation of 
adsorbed P2VP chains detected by AFM which demonstrated the extended P2VP chains in low 
pH solution, whereas, compact coils of P2VP was found at high pH solution (Roiter and Minko, 
2005). In the pH ranging from 3.2 to 6.7 (around isoelectric point of the mixed brushes), the 
neutral surface was possibly formed because of the compensation of the charges between those 
polymer chains. This led to complex and compact conformation of the mixed brush, which was 
confirmed by the film thickness that was close to the thickness of dry state film. Besides, the 
hydrophobic surfaces were presented when the pH was around isoelectric point of the mixed 
brush, whereas at low (pH 2) or high (pH 10) pH, the surfaces were hydrophilic which indicated 
charged surfaces (Houbenov et al., 2003; Ionov et al., 2004). The mixed PAA-P2VP has been 
also investigated using infrared spectroscopic ellipsometry (IRSE), which can detect chemical 
changes in different pH solutions. At high pH, carboxylic groups were detected on the mixed 
brush surface indicating PAA chains were ionised and dominated the surface. In contrast, at 
low pH, protonation of pyridine ring was observed from the IR spectrum suggesting P2VP 
chains were extended. No obvious peak was detected at around neutral pH indicating both 
polymer chains formed complex possibly promoting charge compensation. From these 
findings, the proposed schematic model was reported (Figure 1-8) (Mikhaylova et al., 2007; 




Figure 1-8  Model of pH-responsive morphology of the mixed PAA-P2VP brush (Redrawn from 
Hinrichs et al. 2009).      
Due to the capability of reversibly switching surface charges of these PEL brushes, they are 
promising for regulating adsorption and desorption of proteins, cells, and other biomolecules 
by controlling environmental ionic strength or pH. The PAA brush has been investigated in 
term of protein adsorption. The PAA brush grafted on the flat surface was presented with BSA 
solutions in different pHs and the adsorption was analysed by fixed-angle optical refractometry 
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(De Vos et al., 2008). BSA bound to the ionised PAA brush at pH 3 to 5 as expected because 
charge interaction between the negatively charged brush and positively charged BSA. However, 
at pH 6, binding of BSA was still observed even though both brush and protein had negative 
charges. This could be possibly explained by charge regulation, which infers that the protein 
change its charge following the high negative electrostatic potential in the brush (De Vos et al., 
2008). The binding on the PAA brush at the “wrong side” of isoelectric point (pI) of BSA has 
been further explored by employing spectroscopic ellipsometry-quartz crystal microbalance 
with dissipation (QCM-D). The results showed that excess buffer molecules were incorporated 
in the polymer-protein layer, suggesting an adjustment of protein charges, which supports the 
previous argument (Bittrich et al., 2010). It is interesting that the PAA brush could display pH-
switchable protein adsorption/desorption due to changing in brush configuration and shifting in 
protein charges. This PAA brush bound BSA and HSA at pH 5 and released proteins out after 
changing pH to 7 (De Vos et al., 2008; Kroning et al., 2015).   
Ionov et al. (2009) fabricated mixed PEL brushes with various compositions of PAA and P2VP 
and used these as  platforms for investigating protein adsorption as a function of pH. The 
adsorption was performed using BSA as a model protein. As pI of BSA is 4.9, negatively 
charged BSA was expected at pH above 4.9, whereas, positively charged BSA was expected at 
pH below 4.9. At pH 4, high adsorption of BSA was observed for the mixed PEL brush with 
high ratio of PAA, which contained weak negative charges, while low adsorption was obtained 
for the mixed brush with high ratio of P2VP. These can be explained by electrostatic attraction 
and repulsion which appears to be a similar situation at high pH, where low adsorption was 
found in the high PAA mixed brush, whereas, high adsorption was detected in the high P2VP 
mixed brush. This finding shows promising pH-responsive behaviour of the mixed PEL brush 
for protein binding (Ionov et al., 2009).     
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Protein adsorption of the mixed PAA-P2VP brush has been studied using two globular proteins, 
α-chymotrypsin (a basic protein, pI=8.1) and α-lactalbumin (an acidic protein, pI=4.3), as a 
model. The expected net charges of proteins and the mixed brushes at different pH are 
demonstrated in Figure 1-9 (Uhlmann et al., 2007). 
 
Figure 1-9   Illustration of the expected net charge of α-chymotrypsin, α-lactalbumin, and brush surfaces 
influenced by IEP and pH buffer (Redrawn from Uhlmann et al. 2007). 
The protein adsorption profiles, however, are not as expected, especially in low salt condition, 
high amount of α-chymotrypsin bind with the mixed brushes at pH 9. Additionally, protein 
desorption processes are not significantly achieved by changing pH from 4 to 9 or by inversed 
order. These indicate that the interaction between proteins and the PAA-P2VP mixed brushes 
is quite complicated and not only influence by electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions, but 
also other factors such as salt concentration and confined counter-ions in the brush (Uhlmann 




1.4   Fabrication of polymer brush 
Fabrication of polymer brush can be conducted by two common approaches, ‘grafting from’ 
and ‘grafting to’ (Figure 1-10). The ‘grafting from’ method refers to synthesis of polymer 
chains from initiators, which are previously bonded with the substrate surface, by providing 
monomers and allows polymerisation on the surface. On the other hand, the ‘grafting to’ 
strategy exploits ‘ready-made’ polymer chains containing functionalised end groups that can 
stably form bond to the substrate surface via ‘click-chemistry’. 
 
Figure 1-10   Diagram represents two approaches for polymer brush synthesis (Adapted from Azzaroni, 
2012). 
1.4.1   ‘Grafting from’ method 
This method has been widely used because it allows controllability of grafting density and 
composition. Thus, dense polymer brushes can be accomplished. In addition, block polymer 
brushes can be formed with this method. There are a lot of polymerisation techniques which 
can be exploited including ring opening polymerisation (ROP), nitroxide-mediated 
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polymerisation (NMP), atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP), and reversible addition-
fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerisation. 
1.4.1.1   Ring opening polymerisation (ROP) 
Several polymers are produced by polymerising cyclic monomers, such as polylactide and 
polycaprolactone. Some of polymer brushes are created by ROP. Poly(N-
propionylethyleneimine) (PPEI) can be grafted on a glass slide coated with gold by employing 
the ROP of 2-ethylene-2-oxazoline. Trifluoromethane sulphonate groups are deposited on the 
slide as a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) before reacting with 2-ethylene-2-oxazoline 
(Jordan and Ulman, 1998). ROP is also used for grafting poly(ɛ-caprolactone) (PCL) 
(Husemann et al., 1999) and poly(lactic acid) (PLA) (Choi and Langer, 2001) on gold surfaces 
with the aid of catalysts, aluminium alkoxide and tin(II) octoate, respectively. SAMs presenting 
OH groups were used for initiating ROP of both polymers. 
1.4.1.2   Nitroxide-mediated polymerisation (NMP)  
This technique is based on the ability of a nitroxide leaving group to reversibly couple with an 
active chain-end radical, subsequently causing deactivation of reaction. This method was 
applied to polystyrene brushes formation. Alkoxylamine initiators were first attached to silicon 
wafers. The alkoxylamine moiety was then transformed into an alkly radical and the nitroxide 
radical (TEMPO) after heating. Polymerisation is controlled by the TEMPO radical to achieve 
polystyrene brushes (Husseman et al., 1999). 
1.4.1.3   Reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerisation 
RAFT method is based on the process of transferring chains which require a RAFT chain 
transfer agent (or called RAFT agent). RAFT polymerisation can be accomplished by two ways 
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which use different surface-immobilised moieties. One is free radical initiators, while another 
one is RAFT agents. Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), poly(N,N-dimethylacrylamide) 
(PDMAM), and polystyrene brushes were achieved by using RAFT (Baum and Brittain, 2002). 
The polymer chains were formed on silicon wafers, which were activated with azo groups, with 
addition of RAFT agent, 2-phenylprop-2-yl dithiobenzoate, and free initiator, 2,2’-
azoisobutyronitrile (AIBN). AIBN played an important role in removing some impurities and 
increasing the quantity of radicals that help promoting brush growth. A number of polymer 
brushes, which can also be prepared by the same technique, such as poly(chloromethylstyrene) 
(PCMS) (Yu et al., 2004), poly(sulphobetaine methacrylate) (PSBMA) (Zhai et al., 2004), and 
poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA) (Chen et al., 2006). Another way of 
RAFT polymerization is exploiting RAFT agent as initiators which are immobilised on the 
surface. RAFT agent consists of “Z group” and “R group” (Figure 1-11). Either of these two 
groups can attach to the surface, and then initiating polymer chains (Tsujii et al., 2001; Stenzel 
et al., 2006). 
 
Figure 1-11   General structure of RAFT agent with a dithioester group and "Z" and "R" groups 
(Fairbanks et al., 2015) 
1.4.1.4   Atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP) 
ATRP has been most widely used for preparing polymer brushes because of its chemical 
robustness and versatility. ATRP involves with the reversible redox reaction of the alkyl halide 
moiety in polymer chain end which requires single electron transfer process from the transition 
metal complex to the halogen atom. This process results in the cleavage of the alkyl-halogen 
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bond and subsequently, generating an active alkyl radical, which initiates polymerisation. The 
transition metal complex is concurrently oxidized to higher oxidation state, which fast 
reversibly transform the active radical to the corresponding alkyl-halide dormant chain (Patten 
and Matyjaszewski, 1998). The preparation of polymer brushes via ATRP is influenced by 
several factors including type of ligand, initiator, ratio of ligand to transition metal, or CuII/CuI 
ratio (Kim et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 2006; Tang and Matyjaszewski, 2006). 
PMMA brushes grafted on 2-(4-chlorosulphonylphenyl)ethyl silane SAMs were achieved by 
ATRP with the Langmuir-Blodgett technique (Ejaz et al., 1998). This preparation required 
addition of free initiator, p-toluenesulphonyl chloride, in order to avoid the low concentration 
of the initiator, which is related to the low concentration of the deactivating CuII species, leading 
to uncontrolled polymerisation. Direct addition of the deactivating CuII species can also be done 
to solve this problem. This was proven by the study of grafting PS brush on bromoisobutyrate-
immobilised silicon wafers (Matyjaszewski et al., 1999). However, utilization of the metal 
catalyst is not desirable in term of biological application. Therefore, the exploitation of reducing 
agent, such as ascorbic acid or Cu0, has been successfully introduced to reduce the amount of 
copper used in polymerization (Zhao et al., 2005). 
1.4.2   ‘Grafting to’ method 
‘Grafting to’ method is based on the chemical interaction between functionalised-end group of 
polymer chains and reactive groups attached on the solid surface. Since polymerization is 
conducted prior to the grafting process, the polymer can be well prepared and thoroughly 
characterized in order to obtain suitable polymers with a narrow weight distribution. 
Additionally, this method avoids the difficulty of chemical optimization during grafting 
process. On top of that, ‘grafting to’ method possibly allows mixed two polymer species 
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simultaneously grafting on the surface in one step. The ‘grafting to’ approach is unlikely to 
create as dense brush as the ‘grafting from’ method because of steric hindrance effect. However, 
by supplying high concentration of polymer solution to the surface, high density polymer brush 
can be achieved as shown in grafting high density polyethylene oxide (PEO) (Taylor and Jones, 
2010) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) brush (Emilsson et al., 2015). 
Coupling reaction between the polymer chains and the reactive groups on the surface is 
important and significantly influence the grafting density and the stability of the brushes. The 
coupling reaction between epoxy and carboxy groups (Luzinov and Tsukruk, 2002; 
Julthongpiput et al., 2003; Lemieux et al., 2004), carboxy and amino groups (Montagne et al., 
2009), and epoxy and amino groups (Penn et al., 2002; Huang and Penn, 2005; Motornov et 
al., 2008) have been exploited for polymer brushes formation. Surface modification is required 
if the surface does not exhibit the essential functionalities. The modification can be performed 
in several ways including plasma treatment, deposition of SAM, physisorption and 
chemisorption (Luzinov et al., 2000; Iyer et al., 2003; Burtovyy et al., 2007). Surface 
functionalisation using chemical interaction typically displays a great performance and stability 
as a result of the formation of covalent bond. One of the most widely used methods for surface 
modification for flat silicon wafer is using silane chemistry. Glycidoxypropyltrimethoxy-silane 
(GPS)-deposited silicon wafer is employed for grafting mixed PAA-P2VP brushes which 
demonstrate a good performance of brush-like layer and pH-responsive behaviour (Houbenov 
et al., 2003; Uhlmann et al., 2007).  
Poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) has been promising to generate an anchoring layer on the 
surface for grafting mixed polymer brushes due to its relatively stable epoxy groups (Zdyrko et 
al., 2003). Homo- and mixed polymer brushes of PEG and P2VP grafted on the PMGA layer 
are developed to regulate adhesion of bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus) (Zdyrko et al., 2009). 
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Thin film of PGMA deposited on silicon wafer by spin-coating technique is also employed as 
the anchoring layer for mixed PAA-P2VP brushes (Ionov et al., 2004; Mikhaylova et al., 2007; 
Hinrichs et al., 2009).                             
Apart from GPS and PGMA, there are other chemicals, which show promising for surface 
modification, including (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) (Kim, 2009; Acres et al., 
2012), poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) (Kozlov and McCarthy, 2004; Ammar et al., 2009), and 
dextran (Ombelli et al., 2003; Miksa et al., 2005). However, regarding chromatography 
materials, the conventional approaches for functionalising chromatography adsorbents are 
worth exploring due to well-established methods and robustness. This includes using cyanogen 
bromide (CNBr) (March et al., 1974), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) ester (Cuatrecasas and 
Parikh, 1972), tresyl chloride (Nilsson and Mosbach, 1980) activations, etc., which commonly 
have been used for immobilising proteins, enzymes, or other biomolecules to create affinity 
chromatography (Acikara et al., 2013). However, these reactions were also successfully 
adapted to create polymer brushes on adsorbents via ‘grafting-to’ approach. For example, 
copolymers of 2-(2-methoxyethoxy) ethyl methacrylate and oligo(ethylene glycol) 
methacrylate (P(MEO2MA-co-OEGMA)) was stably attached to the functionalised silica 
monoliths using NHS ester reaction (Tan et al., 2009). Another example of applying these 
reactions is grafting mixed PEL brushes containing PMAA and P2VP chains on the magnetic 
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Table 1-3   Summary of the advantages and disadvantages for 'graft from' and 'graft to' techniques 
Grafting techniques Advantages Disadvantages 
‘Graft from’ - High grafting density 
- Different compositions 
in each polymer chains, 
such as, block polymer 
- Difficulty in controlling 
polymerization process 




‘Graft to’ - Simple process 
- Well-characterised 
polymer chain before 
grafting step 
- Low grafting density 
(comparing to ‘graft 
from’) 
 
1.5   Polymer brush in chromatography matrix 
One of the advantages of polymer brushes is ability to alter properties or morphology regarding 
to surround environmental conditions. Another benefit is to boost binding capacity because of 
more active sites provided by polymer chains, for example, tentacular ion exchange 
chromatography (Bhambure et al., 2016, 2017) and dendritic adsorbent (Qu et al., 2018). As a 
result, recent trends have emerged to explore the application of polymer brush for 

















HPLC Silica bead Benzoic acid family and phenol Nagase et al., 
2010 
 PNIPAAm HPLC Silica bead Steroids Nagase et al., 
2008 
 PNIPAAm HPLC Silica bead Hydrophobic steroids, insulin chain A, and 
insulin 
Nagase et al., 
2007 








 PNIPAAm HPLC Monolithic-silica-rod Steroids Nagase et al., 
2011 
 P(MEO2MA-co-OEGMA) HPLC Poly(ethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate) (PEDMA) 
monolith 
Steroids Li et al., 2013 
 PNIPAAm 
 
HIC Macroporous polystyrene 
bead 
Small molecules, peptides, cytochrome c, 




 Poly(oligoethylene glycol 
methacrylate) (POEGMA) 
SEC Quaternary ammonium 
cationized agarose adsorbent 
BSA, myoglobin, hepatitis B virus-like 
particle, hepatitis B core antigen, insulin aspart 






AEX Superporous polyacrylamide 
gel 
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responsive 












α-chymotrypsinogen, cytochrome c, and 
lysozyme 
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Lysozyme, chymotrypsinogen A, cytochrome 
C, monoclonal antibody  
Lorenz et al., 
2019 
PSPM CEX Sepharose FF matrix Lysozyme, ϒ-globulin Wang et al., 
2016 
Poly(acrylonitrile) 
functionalised with tetrazole 
groups 
CEX Regenerated cellulose 
membrane 

























AEX Macropore cryogel β-glucosidase 
 










HIC/IEX Silica bead D, L- DOPA, adrenaline, dopamine 










HIC/IEX Gigaporous polystyrene 
microsphere 
















In summary, two main groups of polymers have been employed in chromatography supports, 
including thermo-responsive and ion/pH-responsive polymers. For the former, PNIPAAm is 
one of the most commonly used polymers in chromatography because it provides switchable 
surface properties from hydrophilic to hydrophobic by increasing temperature. The separation 
using the PNIPAAm-grafted supports involves small molecules, peptides, and proteins. In case 
of ion/pH responsive polymer grafted supports, they have been widely used in macro 
biomolecules, including antibodies and proteins. These supports are based on changing in 
electrostatic interaction influenced by ionic strength and/or pH of mobile phases. To extend 
these smart properties, there have been several studies using polymers with both thermos- and 
ion/pH-responsive behaviours in the chromatography supports. However, in term of developing 
large-scale chromatography, the thermo-responsive supports might have an engineering 
constraint which is a requirement of equipment modification. Thus, the ion/pH-responsive 
chromatography supports are promising for further development. 
1.6   Outline of the work 
In this research, smart polymers with pH-responsive property, P2VP and PMAA, were 
employed to fabricate homo and mixed PEL brushes on porous chromatography adsorbents to 
create a novel bi-functional chromatography matrix which can reversibly transform between 
anion exchanger and cation exchanger by pH alteration. This matrix can offer two modes of 
binding and elution of biomolecules, such as, proteins, DNA, and viruses in low-salt 
environment without the development of specialised equipment leading to greener and simpler 
purification processes. 
Chapter 2 describes all materials and methods used in this thesis. ‘Graft to’ approach was 
employed for all homo and mixed PEL brushes grafted on the chromatography supports because 
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of simplicity of the method and controllability of polymer characteristics. Characterisations, 
analysis assays, and performance testing conducted in this research were also described in this 
chapter. 
In Chapter 3, the optimisation and fabrication of homo and mixed PEL brushes modified porous 
methacrylate-based matrices were described. A series of characterisations and functionality 
tests, including protein binding and elution studies as a function of pH, have been conducted to 
explore the best option for the further column chromatography. Chapter 4 covers the dynamic 
protein binding and elution as a function of pH studies of the best selected adsorbent from 
Chapter 3 performed in the column chromatography using a model protein system, consisting 
of acidic, neutral, and basic proteins. 
Chapter 5 covers improvement of the mixed PEL brush modified support by using alternative 
cation exchanger polymer and an alternative agarose-based adsorbent. The characterisations 
and performance tests of these supports were also investigated.  
Finally, conclusion of this work and future work, based on the result of this work, are explained 
































2.1   Materials 
Toyopearl® AF-Tresyl-650M (mean particle size = 65 μm; specific surface area = 31 m2/g 
(Heldt et al., 2009)) purchased from Tosoh Bioscience (Griesheim, Germany) and Praesto® 
Pure 45 (mean particle size = 45 μm) acquired from Purolite Life Science (Llantrisant, UK), 
were employed as starting materials for the fabrication of homo and mixed PEL adsorbents. 
Amine-terminated poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) (molecular weight, MW = 13200; degree of 
polymerisation, DP = 126), amine-terminated poly(t-butyl methacrylate) (PtBMA) (MW = 
29000, DP = 204) and thiol-terminated poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) (MW = 9800, DP 
= 98), were supplied by Polymer Source Inc. (Montreal, Québec, Canada). The chemicals, 
2,2,2,-trifluoroethanesulfonyl chloride (tresyl chloride) (99%, CAS: 1648-99-3), sodium 
hydroxide (≥98%, CAS: 1310-73-2), picric acid (1.3% in H2O (saturated), CAS: 88-89-1), 
ethanolamine (≥98%, CAS: 141-43-5), potassium bromide (≥99.5%, CAS: 7758-02-3), 2,4,6-
trintrobenzene sulphonic acid (TNBS) (1 M in H2O, CAS: 2508-19-2), Orange II sodium salt 
(>85%, CAS: 633-96-5), sodium phosphate monobasic monohydrate (≥99.0%, CAS 10049-21-
5), sodium phosphate dibasic dihydrate (≥99.0%, CAS: 10028-24-7), citric acid monohydrate 
(≥99.0%, CAS 5949-29-1), sodium citrate dehydrate (≥99.0%, CAS 6132-04-3), sodium 
bicarbonate (≥99.7%, CAS 144-55-8), sodium carbonate decahydrate (99.9%, CAS 6132-02-
1), 1-butanol (99.8%, CAS: 71-36-3), N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (≥99.9%, CAS: 68-12-
2), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (anhydrous, ≥99.9%, CAS: 67-68-5), tetrahydrofuran 
(anhydrous, ≥99.9%, CAS: 109-99-9), and ammonium hydroxide (28% NH3 in H2O, ≥99.99%, 
CAS: 1336-21-6) were all obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Poole, Dorset, UK). Acetone (≥99.9%, 
CAS: 67-64-1) was purchased from Argos Organics (Molinons, France), whereas ethanol 
(99.8%, CAS: 64-17-5), di-sodium-tetraborate (0.05M, CAS: 1330-43-4), trifluoroacetic acid 
(TFA) (≥99.9%, CAS: 76-05-1), and fluorescence dyes, Texas Red-X® succinimidyl ester 
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(CAS: T10244) and Cyanine 5 succinimidyl ester (Cy5™) (CAS: KIT0610), were obtained 
from Fischer Scientific (Loughborough, Leics, UK). The model proteins: pepsin from porcine 
gastric mucosa (CAS: 9001-75-6 647-008-00-6); lysozyme from chicken egg white (CAS: 
12650-88-3); myoglobin from equine skeletal muscle (95-100%, CAS 100684-32-0); 
amyloglucosidase from Aspergillus Niger (120 U/mg, CAS: 9032-08-0); bovine serum albumin 
(≥98%, CAS: 9048-46-8); ribonuclease A from bovine pancreas (50-100 Kunitz units/mg 
protein, CAS: 9001-00-4) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Poole, Dorset. UK). For the 
preparation of buffers and aqueous solutions purified water from Sartorius Arium® Advanced 
EDI Pure Water System (Sartorius AG, Göttingen, Germany) was used. The buffers (10 mM 
citrate pH 3.5, 4 and 5; 10 mM phosphate pH 6 and 7; and 10 mM bicarbonate pH 8 and 9 
buffers) were prepared freshly and adjusted to the desired pH using 1 M HCl or 1 M NaOH and 
Fisherbrand accumet XL200 pH and conductivity meter (Fischer Scientific, Loughborough, 
UK).   
2.2   Support and liquid handling 
At all stages during the preparation and use, supports were recovered from solution by gentle 
centrifugation in VWR Mini Star (Radnor, PA, USA) or MSE MicroCentaur (Scientific 
Laboratory Supplied Ltd., Salford, Manchester, UK) microfuges operated at 1000 g for 5 
minutes. Room temperature mixing operations were done with a VM20 vortex mixer, or a 
Revolver™ Adjustable Lab Rotator (Labnet International Inc., Edison, NJ, USA) with 
attachments for 1.5 and 5 mL Eppendorf tubes, rotating at 20 rpm, and temperature-controlled 
mixing was carried out in an Eppendorf® Thermomixer Comfort heater (Sigma Aldrich, Poole, 




2.3   Methods of polymer brush preparation 
2.3.1   Tresyl activation of Praesto® 45 
Praesto® Pure 45 beads (1 mL drained) were into dry acetone by sequential washing with 5 mL 
portions of deionised water (3×), 30% (v/v) acetone in water (1×), 70% (v/v) acetone in water 
(1×), and dry acetone (3×), before drying in a fume hood. 
Subsequently portions of the dried supports (90 mg dry weight from 1 mL) were suspended in 
1 mL aliquots of dry acetone, to which 0.5 mL of dry pyridine and (40 – 270 μL) of tresyl 
chloride were added. After mixing in the dark at room temperature for 2 h, the tresyl activated 
beads were separated from solution and washed three times with 1 mL volumes of dry acetone, 
and then air dried in a fume cupboard. 
2.3.2   PEL grafting on Toyopearl® AF-Tresyl-650M and tresyl-activated 
Praesto® 45 
Routinely 5 mg portions of dry tresylated-supports were swollen in 1 mL of deionised water 
for 1 h, and then exchanged into dry acetone by draining off the water, and washing 3× with 1 
mL changes of dry acetone for 15 min. One millilitre portions of dry acetone containing various 
amounts of amine or thiol terminated polymers (2 – 15 mg) were then added to supports 
recovered from the third dry acetone wash and the reaction cocktails were mixed at room 
temperature for 48 h. At the end of the reactions the supernatants were removed and retained 
for analysis of residual polymer content, and the polymer grafted supports were washed 3 times 
with dry acetone to remove traces of unreacted polymers, and then air dried. In case of mixed 
PEL grafting, the second polymer solution (1 mL dry acetone containing 2 – 8 mg polymer) 
was added to supports just grafted with the first polymer chain, and the reaction mixtures were 
incubated for a further 48 h, at ambient temperature with shaking.  The reaction supernatants 
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were kept for later analysis of remaining second polymer, and the mixed PEL grafted supports 
were rinsed 3× by resuspension in dry acetone and dried in a fume hood.  
2.3.3   Blocking of unreacted tresyl chloride groups and de-protection of 
cation ion exchange polymer brushes 
Unreacted tresyl functions on homo and mixed PEL brush grafted were blocked by reaction 
with ethanolamine. For this the supports were rehydrated in with 1 mL of 1 M ethanolamine 
pH 8.5 and incubated in thermomixer operated at 40 ºC and 900 rpm for 24 h, and then rinsed 
5× with 1 mL portions of deionised water. 
After blocking with ethanolamine homo and mixed PEL supports grafted with PtBMA were 
de-protected by hydrolysis in 1 mL  50% (v/v) of TFA in water for 24 h at 40 ºC (Willett, 2009), 
and then washed copiously with deionised water (5× 1 mL) at ambient temperature. In some 
experiments with PtBMA coupled supports de-protection was conducted before blocking with 
ethanolamine. The resulting PMAA-grafted supports were tested for lysozyme binding and no 
significant difference from the supports which was blocked before de-protecting, was observed 
(Appendix 7.1).     
For homo and mixed PEL supports coupled with PMMA de-protection was only done after 
blocking with ethanolamine and a different procedure was used. The supports at 60 ºC for 6 h 
in 1 mL of solution of 0.5 M NaOH in 50% (v/v) ethanol (Patel et al., 2006; Clarke, 2017). 




2.4   Testing of supports 
2.4.1   Static protein binding and elution 
PEL modified supports (20 μL) were equilibrated in 10 mM strength binding buffers of the 
desired pH (citrate pH 3.5, 4 and 5; phosphate pH 6 and 7; and bicarbonate pH 8 and 9) for 1 
h, then separated and mixed at room temperature with 1 mL of 1 mg/mL protein solutions 
(prepared in the same buffers) for 2 h. At the end of incubation, the adsorbents were separated 
and the supernatants analysed for residual protein content. The protein bound to the supports 
was determined from the difference between the protein concentration in the starting binding 
solution and the supernatant after binding. In some experiments, protein-loaded supports were 
washed once with 1 mL of binding buffer for 15 min, before performing elution with a new 
buffer with a pH one, two or three units away from that used in the binding step. The wash and 
elution fractions were subjected to analysis for protein content, and elution efficiencies were 
calculated.  
2.4.2   Column chromatography 
A fixed bed (0.94 mL, bed height = 4.8 cm) of a mixed PEL-Toyopearl adsorbent (B-Mix 10) 
contained in Tricorn 5/50 (GE Healthcare Bioscience, Uppsala, Sweden) (internal diameter = 5 
mm and column height = 50 mm) chromatography column was prepared according to 
manufacturer’s instructions. The packing quality of the bed was inspected after packing and a 
peak asymetry factor of 0.99 was recorded. Note, the acceptable range is 0.8 – 1.8 and a value 
of 1.0 indicates a perfectly symmetrical peak (see Appendix 7.2). The column was connected 
to an ÄKTA Explorer 100 system controlled by UNICORN 5.1 software (GE Healthcare 
Bioscience, Uppsala, Sweden) and was operated under downward flow throughout with a 
constant flow rate of 0.3 mL/min (~92 cm/h). The bed was equilibrated with 5 column volumes 
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(CVs) of either 10 mM sodium citrate pH 4 or 10 mM sodium phosphate pH 7, before loading 
125 µL samples of protein in equilibration/loading buffer, and washing with 10 CVs of loading 
buffer. Elution was performed using pH step gradients across 3 units of pH. When loading and 
washing had been done at pH 4, elution was conducted of 10 mM phosphate pH 7, and 
regeneration with 10 mM NaOH. Conversely, after loading and washing had been performed 
at pH 7, 10 mM citrate pH 4 was employed for elution, and 10 mM citric acid was used for 
regenerating the bed. Flow exiting the column was continuously monitored in-line for UV 
absorbance at 280 nm and pH, and collected fractions were subjected to the BCA assay for 
protein content and reducing LDS-PAGE for protein identification.  
2.5   Analysis and characterisation methods 
2.5.1   Extent of tresylation detected by TNBS assay 
Samples of tresyl activated-supports (5 mg for Toyopearl® AF-Tresyl-650M) were aminated 
by reacting with 30% NH4OH in water (1 mL) for 1 h at room temperature (Figure 2-1).  
 
Figure 2-1   Amination of tresyl-activated support. 
After rinsing 5× with deionised water aminated supports (5 mg) were mixed with 1.51 mL 
portions of a solution containing 0.33 mM  Na2B2O7 and 6.62 mM 2,4,6-trinitrobenzene 
sulphonic acid (TNBS) at 70 ºC  for 1 h (Figure 2-2) as described by Halling and Dunnill (1979) 




Figure 2-2   Coupling of TNBS to aminated support. 
The supernatants were removed, and the supports were copiously washed with water (5×1 mL), 
before incubating in (1 mL) 1 M NaOH at 70ºC for 1 h to release picric acid into the bulk phase 
(Figure 2-3).   
 
Figure 2-3   Release of picric acid. 
After cooling to room temperature, the picric acid concentrations of supernatants were 
determined from the absorbance at 410 nm with reference to a calibration curve constructed 
using picric acid in 1 M NaOH (Appendix7.3). Tresyl activated-supports that had not been 
aminated were used as controls for non-specific reaction or binding, which was very low. 
2.5.2   Orange II assay 
At acidic pH values, Orange II is negatively charged and can interact electrostatically with 
positively charged groups (e.g. the protonated amine of aminated supports and protonated 
pyridines in P2VP chains). On switching to basic pH previously bound Orange II is released 
into the bulk phase (Noel et al., 2011). Thus, in principle this assay can be employed to detect 
residual surface amine functions after grafting PtBMA or PMMA, or alternatively to assess 
P2VP loadings on supports. In the assay adapted from Noel et al. (2011), 5 mg of supports were 
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mixed with 1 mL of an acidic aqueous solution of Orange II (1.4 mg/mL, pH 3) and incubated 
at 40 °C for 1 h. After removing the excess Orange II solution, the supports were rinsed 5× with 
acidic solution (deionised water adjusted to pH 3) or until no colour was detected in the 
supernatants. One millilitre of alkaline solution (water adjusted to pH 12) was then added to 
each support sample and mixed at room temperature. After 15 min incubation, the supernatant 
absorbance at 484 nm was converted into Orange II concentration by reference to a standard 
calibration curve (Appendix7.4).  
2.5.3   Elemental analysis for sulphur content 
For determination of the extent of tresyl activation of Praesto® 45, the cross-linked beaded 
structure was dissolved by heating 100 μL samples of tresyl-activated Praesto® 45 with 2% 
(v/v) nitric acid in water at 90 ºC for 2 h, cooled, filtered through a 0.22 μm filter and then 
analysed for sulphur content by  inductively coupled plasma - optical emission spectrometry 
(ICP-OES) in an Optima 8000 spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Inc., MA, USA) with reference to a 
standard curve constructed using ‘Sulphur Standard for ICP TraceCERT®’solution 
(Appendix7.5).  
2.5.4   Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
FT-IR analysis was employed quantitatively on liquid samples and qualitatively for direct 
detection of chemical changes introduced into Toyopearl® AF-Tresyl-650M and Praesto® 45 
media at different points in the fabrication of homo and mixed PEL supports. Liquid samples 
(e.g. reaction supernatants after polymer coupling) were evaporated at 70 ºC for 15 min. The 
dry residues were then dissolved in 1-butanol for P2VP and PtBMA, and in DMSO for PMMA. 
The samples were subsequently analysed with a Nicolet 380 FT-IR fitted with Smart 53 Orbit 
diamond accessory. Samples (25 μL) were pipetted on to diamond plate and then scanned 64× 
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in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode and averaged at a resolution of 2 cm-1. Spectra for 
1-butanol and DMSO were recorded and subtracted from those of samples, and specific peaks 
for both P2VP and PtBMA were selected for quantification purposes. Individual standard 
curves were constructed for each polymer type and standards were prepared in the same way 
as samples (Appendix7.6). The amounts of polymers grafted on supports were computed from 
the differences in calculated concentrations before and after coupling reactions. For qualitative 
analysis of solid samples, supports were washed with acetone, and then were dried in a fume 
hood. Small amounts (~2 mg) were then combined  with KBr (198 mg), ground to fine powders 
in agate mortar, dried overnight in a 60 ºC oven before compressing into FTIR suitable tablets 
using a Specac™ Atlas™ manual 15 T hydraulic press (Model GS15011, Specac Ltd, 
Orpington, Kent, UK). Each sample was scanned 64× at 2 cm-1 resolution, and the averaged 
spectra were compared with those of FTIR tablets made by combining the free polymers (‘no 
support’) with KBr.  
2.5.5   Gravimetric analysis 
Gravimetric measurements were employed routinely for determining the polymer loadings on 
chromatography supports following polymer grafting reactions. 30 – 50 mg quantities of dried 
supports (tresyl activated and those grafted with the first polymer) contained in Eppendorf tubes 
were accurately weighed in an Ohaus Pioneer PA114C analytical balance (Ohaus Inc., 
Parsippany, NJ, USA). After grafting reactions, extensive washing with dry acetone and drying 
to constant mass, the masses of grafted polymer on the same supports were calculated from the 
gains in mass; and in the case of mixed PEL supports, the masses of the two polymer chain 
types were used to calculate brush compositions. Gravimetry was also used to establish 
relationships between dry masses and suction drained bed volumes of unmodified and polymer 
grafted media.    
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2.5.6   Zeta potential measurements 
Zeta potential measurements for each support sample were conducted using a Malvern Zetasizer 
Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, Worcs, UK). Five milligram samples of each support 
were equilibrated in 1 mL of different buffers ranging in pH from 3.5 to 9 for 1 h. Nine hundred 
microlitre aliquots of each support suspension were pipetted into a re-useable folded capillary 
zeta cell (DTS1061, Malvern Instruments) and measured for at least 8 runs for each 
measurement. Three consistent results were obtained from which mean zeta potentials ± 
standard deviations were calculated. 
2.5.7   Sedimentation rate 
Five milligram amounts of various supports were equilibrated in buffers of different pH for 1 
h. Nine hundred microlitre portions of each suspension were then pipetted in disposable 
Sarstedt® semi-micro acrylic cuvettes (Sarsted Ltd, Leicester, Leics, UK) and immediately 
inserted in the light path of an Thermo Scientific™ Evolution™ 300 UV-vis spectrophotometer 
(Thermo Fischer Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA), and the absorbance at 400 nm was recorded 
every 5 s for 200 s. For each sample, three such measurements were made, and the averaged 
‘absorbance versus time’ traces were plotted in each case.  
2.5.8   Environmental scanning electron microscopy (E-SEM) 
The modified adsorbents were visualised by E-SEM with the assistance of Theresa Morris from 
the School of Metallurgy & Materials, University of Birmingham. After polymer grafting, the 
adsorbents were exchanged and dehydrated by sequential resuspension in increasing 
concentrations of methanol in water (50%, 70%, 80% and 95% v/v) and then finally in pure 
anhydrous methanol. The adsorbent beads were mounted on aluminium stubs before critical 
point drying and sputter coating with a thin layer of platinum to reduce the effect of charging 
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and improve imaging contrast. The samples were imaged in a Philips XL-30 FEG 
Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI Company, OR, USA).   
2.5.9   Fluorescence imaging of PEL modified adsorbents 
Fluorophore-tagged proteins for use in fluorescence imaging of PEL modified chromatography 
adsorbents were prepared as described by Joseph (2019). The proteins, BSA and hen egg white 
lysozyme, were dissolved in 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate buffer pH 8.3, and the fluorescent dye 
probes, Texas Red-X® and Cy5™, were dissolved in DMSO to a concentration of 1 mg/mL. 
BSA and lysozyme were respectively conjugated with Texas Red-X® and Cy5™; in both cases, 
a molar dye/protein ratio of 1:50 was used. The solutions were mixed for 1 h at room 
temperature whilst protected from light. After reaction, dye conjugated proteins were purified 
using a gravity fed gel filtration protocol recommended by GE Healthcare employing PD-10 
desalting columns packed with Sephadex™ G-25 ‘Medium’ resin (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, 
Sweden). Aliquots of reaction mixtures (2.5 mL) were applied to columns previously 
equilibrated with 25 mL of an appropriate running buffer (i.e. 10 mM citrate pH 5 for BSA, 10 
mM bicarbonate pH 9 for lysozyme). After sample application the columns were supplied with 
discrete 0.7 mL portions of running buffer. Collected fractions (0.7 mL) were analysed for 
absorbance at 280 nm (as a measure of protein), 595 nm (for Texas Red-X®) and 647 nm (for 
Cy5™), and those containing both dye and protein (elution volume, Ve = 0.7 – 3.5 mL) were 
pooled. Chromatograms were plotted and the degree of conjugation was determined 
(Appendix7.8).   
PEL grafted supports (previously equilibrated for 1 h with binding buffer, i.e. 10 mM citrate 
pH 5 or 10 mM bicarbonate pH 9) were incubated with Texas Red-X® labelled BSA or Cy5™ 
labelled lysozyme for 2 h, and were then recovered from solution and washed 3× with the 
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binding buffer. The matrices were re-suspended in the same buffer, and 5 μL aliquots were 
pipetted onto microscope slides, before applying a coverslip and analysing at 40× magnification 
(oil immersion) in a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) (Leica TCS SPE 102A, Leica 
Microsystems, GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) equipped with krypton/argon (λ = 488 nm and λ 
= 568 nm) and helium/neon lasers (λ = 633 nm). For experiments with Texas Red-X® (λexcitation 
= 596 nm, λemission =615 nm) and Cy5™ (λexcitation = 646 nm, λemission = 666 nm) support samples 
were respectively excited with the 568 nm and 633 nm lasers. Leica Application Suite (LAS X) 
software, Version 1.9 (Leica Microsystems, GmbH) was used to capture and process acquired 
images.  
2.5.10   Determination of protein content   
The bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay was used for the determination of protein contents in 
samples, and the manufacturer’s protocol was implemented. Briefly, 200 μL aliquots of BCA 
solution were mixed with 25 μL samples and then incubated at 37 ºC for 0.5 h, before measuring 
the absorbance at 562 nm in an Evolution™ 300 UV-vis spectrophotometer. The absorbance 
was converted into protein concentration by reference to a standard calibration curve 
(Appendix7.9) constructed using bovine serum albumin (BSA).  Three measurements of each 
sample were taken to determine a mean concentration ± standard deviation in each case.  
2.5.11   Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) 
Protein samples for reducing lithium dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(LDS–PAGE) were prepared by mixing 10 µL of each sample with NuPAGE® LDS sample 
buffer (5 µL), NuPAGE® reducing agent (2 µL), and deionised water (3 µL). The mixtures were 
heated at 70 ºC for 10 min, cooled down to room temperature and centrifuged.  
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Pre-cast NuPAGE Bis-Tris 4-12% gels (Life Technologies, CA, USA) were placed in a mini-
gel tank, containing NuPAGE MES running buffer (after removing the comb and the white tape 
near the bottom of the gel cassette and rinsing the gel 3× with running buffer). Samples 
(typically 10 µL) and SeeBlue® Plus2 pre-stained protein markers (Life Technologies, CA, 
USA) were loaded in to individual wells of gels, before filling running buffer to the mark, 
adding 0.5 mL  of antioxidant solution to the chamber, and connecting  the mini-gel tank to the 
power supply. Electrophoresis was performed at 180 V constant voltages until the dye front left 
the gel. The tank was then disassembled, and the gel carefully transferred to a shallow container 
containing 50 mL of deionised water on a shaking platform. After three changes (5 min each), 
the water was replaced with 25 mL of SimpleBlue® SafeStain and gentle shaking was 
continued for 3 h. Thereafter, the recovered gels were rinsed briefly (3× 5 min each with 
shaking), before destaining overnight by shaking in 25 mL of deionised water. Immediately 
before scanning gels at 2400 dpi on a HP ScanJet C7716A flat bed scanner (Hewlett-Packard 
Company, Palo Alto, CA, USA) they were rinsed with deionised water one final time. Captured 


















Chapter 3 Fabrication and 














3.1   Introduction 
Ion exchange chromatography has been regarded as the most widely used technique for 
bioseparation (Goheen and Gibbins, 2000; Asenjo and Andrews, 2009). This technique is based 
on charge interaction between oppositely charged protein and stationary phase, which can be 
varied by changing mobile phase’s ionic strength or pH. This allows high loading capacity and 
high-resolution separations of molecules with differences in pI (Cummins et al., 2011; 
Karlsson, 2011). However, to achieve high recovery of desired biomolecules, it requires high 
ionic strength of mobile phase to effectively elute the bound protein. Thus, this leads to low 
productivity, high cost from excessive waste generated from high salt solution, and non-
environmental friendly (Durham et al., 2004; Przybycien et al., 2004; Maharjan et al., 2008). 
To compensate these issues, improvement of ion exchange chromatography is required. 
Polyelectrolyte (PEL) brush, one of smart polymer applications, has been extensively studied 
and applied in many fields, including bioseparation (Ballauff and Borisov, 2006; Minko, 2006; 
Ballauff, 2007). PEL brush can be formed by grafting high density of polymer chains, 
possessing ionisable groups, on a surface and is able to change its surface charges in response 
to environmental ionic strength or pH (Zhao and Zhang, 2014). If two oppositely charged 
polymer chains are grafted, mixed PEL brush can be formed. This mixed PEL brush can display 
both anion exchange and cation exchange properties, which is a great advantage to employ in 
an ion exchange chromatography for bioseparation applications. 
Mixed PEL brush have been fabricated on a flat surface and extensively analysed by one 
research group. Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) have been first 
fabricated on a silicon wafer to create mixed PEL brush surface (Houbenov et al., 2003). The 
surface has been broadly investigated using different techniques, including zeta potential 
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measurement, contact angle measurement, infrared in situ ellipsometry, etc., as a function of 
pH (Houbenov et al., 2003; Mikhaylova et al., 2007; Hinrichs et al., 2009). From these 
exclusive characterisations, they were all agreed that this mixed PEL brush have been exhibited 
pH-switchable behaviour and a schematic model was proposed: In a low-pH environment, 
P2VP chains were protonated and extended while PAA chains were collapsed. Conversely, in 
a high pH environment PAA chains were ionised and extended while P2VP chains were 
collapsed. In the intermediate 4-7 pH range, both components had partially ionised groups and 
as a result, a PEL complex was formed (Figure 1-8). 
Mixed PEL brush has not only been fabricated on the flat surface, but it was also successfully 
grafted on a non-porous adsorbent (Willett, 2009). A series of mixed PEL brush has been 
fabricated on the magnetic nanoparticles, called M-PVA, using both ‘grafting from’ and 
‘grafting to’ method. In this study, poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) (pKa = 6.4) (Santonicola et 
al., 2010) was applied, instead of PAA (pKa = 4.5) (Wittemann et al., 2003). The replacement 
with weaker polyacid PMAA aimed at narrowing the operational pH range into more neutral 
pH which is more practical to apply in protein separation. This research achieved fabricating 
the dense layer of mixed PEL brush onto the supports by both grafting techniques. These mixed 
PEL brush supports were attainable to selectively bind the proteins as a function of pH, elute 
the bound protein by pH shifting, and possess the reversible versatility of both anionic and 
cationic exchanger. This study shows promising results to apply this mixed PEL brush on a 
porous chromatography matrix. 
In order to accomplish high density of PEL brush on surfaces, ‘grafting from’ method has been 
mostly used because it avoids steric hindrance limitation (Ejaz et al., 2002; Liu and Liang, 
2018). However, ‘grafting to’ has benefits over ‘grafting from’ methods due to its simplicity 
and controllability of polymer chain length before grafting process. Furthermore, there is a way 
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to overcome the steric limitation by supplying high concentration of polymer solution that can 
force polymer chains to pass through to surface’s active sites (Taylor and Jones, 2010). The 
‘grafting to’ approach involves reaction between terminal end groups of polymer chains and 
active sites on substrate surface, forming chemically covalent bond. This allows thermally and 
chemically stable bond which is suitable for further application. 
One of conventional methods to couple ligands with base chromatography matrix is using 
sulphonyl chlorides, which are sulphonic acid derivatives consisting of a SO2Cl group bonded 
to an aliphatic chain or an aromatic ring. The sulphonyl chlorides are reactive for nucleophilic 
functional groups, including amine and thiol groups. The most commonly used sulphonyl 
chlorides is 2,2,2-trifluoroethanesulphonyl chloride (tresyl chloride), which was reported in 
many studies for successful coupling with ligands via a nucleophilic substitution reaction 
(Nilsson and Mosbach, 1981; Scouten et al., 1986; Demiroglou et al., 1994). This approach can 
be applied in the ‘grafting to’ method by coupling tresyl chloride activated base matrix with 
amine or thiol terminated end groups of polymer chains (Figure 3-1).  
 
Figure 3-1   Reaction of nucleophile terminated polymer with tresylated support. 
In this chapter, we first optimise the grafting and de-protection process by applying the similar 
chemistry from the previous work, done in non-porous adsorbent, to a pre-activated porous 
methacrylate base matrix, Toyopearl. Second, we make homo PMAA and P2VP brush modified 






porous supports and characterise these supports, in term of physicochemical test and functional 


















3.2   Results and discussion 
3.2.1   Optimisation of polymer grafting reaction 
To achieve suitable polymer grafting condition, P2VP was first used for testing. Acetone was 
used as a solvent of choice and reaction time was 24 hours according to previous study (Willett, 
2009). The concentration of P2VP solution for grafting reaction was varied to find the effect of 
concentration to grafting density. TNBS and Orange II assays were performed to confirm 
grafting process. The TNBS reaction was used to detect surface amine groups after coupling 
with tresyl chloride groups. Thus, the TNBS assay indirectly determines degree of tresylation 
the support surface. The degree of tresylation of Toyopearl was 10.56 + 0.38 μmol/mL support 
according to picric acid release. Reduction of picric acid release from TNBS assay shows that 
the higher the supplied P2VP, the higher the decrease in picric acid release (Figure 3-2). This 
indicates higher amount of P2VP attached to the support because less tresyl chloride groups 
were available for amination and subsequent TNBS reaction. This agreed with the result from 
Orange II assay that increase of Orange II release shows higher P2VP chains on the surface, 
which was based on charge interaction between Orange II and protonated amine groups (Figure 






Figure 3-2  Influence of supplied P2VP in ‘grafting to’ reaction with tresylated Toyopearl supports on 
extent of surface reactive amine displayed as picric acid release (black squares) and amine content on 
the supports determined by Orange II release (red circles). 
The optimal grafting time of 24 hours was previously employed for the non-porous magnetic 
adsorbent (Willett, 2009). However, with a porous polymethacrylate-based support, Toyopearl, 
polymer might require more reaction time to penetrate and diffuse to the active sites. The 
grafting time was optimised first by using constant P2VP concentration of 200 mg/mL support. 
The result shows that 48 hours was the best reaction time and improve grafting density 
approximately two times (Figure 3-3). Increasing reaction time to 72 hours has not had 
significant effect. Additionally, the plot of supplied P2VP vs reduction of picric acid release for 
48 hours reaction time shows similar behaviour to that for 24 hours, but around twice higher 
grafting density was observed in all concentration points (Figure 3-3). From these results, the 
grafting time of 48 hours was applied throughout this research. 







































































Figure 3-3   Effect of grafting time on surface amine content expressed as picric acid release. Key: 24 
h (close squares); 48 h (close circles); and 72 h (open triangles). 
The P2VP used in previous study and this research has molecular weight of 13,200 (DP = 126). 
The monomer size of P2VP is 0.67 nm (Seo et al., 2004), so the actual length of P2VP chain is 
84.42 nm. To match this length, PtBMA, a protected form of PMAA, has to possess 
approximately two times larger molecular weight (MW = 29000, DP = 204) because the 
monomer size of PtBMA is 0.33 nm (Hester et al., 2002). Therefore, suitable solvent for 
PtBMA had been investigated. PtBMA in acetone, DMF, and THF with different concentrations 
was supplied to the support. The PtBMA solutions before and after grafting were analysed by 
ATR-FTIR and mass balance was applied to find the grafted amount of PtBMA on the support. 
The grafted PtBMA from DMF solutions showed fluctuation when increasing supply 
concentration (Figure 3-4). This indicates that DMF was not a good solvent for PtBMA. The 
grafted PtBMA from both THF and acetone were increased with higher added PtBMA 
concentrations. Thus, both solvents looked promising for PtBMA grafting. Since PtBMA in 
acetone performance was slightly better, acetone was selected as a solvent of choice for grafting 
PtBMA. Moreover, using acetone for both P2VP and PtBMA is for ease in manufacturing 
mixed PEL brush modified support. 




































Figure 3-4  Influence of reaction solvent on PtBMA grafting to tresylated Toyopearl supports. Key: 
acetone (black squares); DMF (red circles); and THF (blue triangles). The tresylated Toyopearl supports 
were mixed with PtBMA in acetone (2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mg/mL) at room temperature for 48 hs. 
The grafting reaction with PtBMA in acetone was additionally tested by TNBS and Orange II 
assays. The reduction in picric acid and Orange II releases was observed with increasing 
PtBMA supplied concentrations (Figure 3-5). Low numbers in reduction of picric acid release 
were likely from interaction between tertiary butyl ester groups with ammonia during 
amination. This may create amide groups, which may interfere with the TNBS reaction (Willett, 
2009). However, this reaction did not affect Orange II assay, which was based on charge 
interaction between free primary amine groups on surface and Orange II. This Orange II assay 
used in PtBMA was similar with that in P2VP, but it is for indirectly detecting remained tresyl 
sites on the support, not for the polymer itself. Despite detecting different parameters from the 
assay, the results similarly demonstrate that the higher the supplied concentration, the higher 
the grafted polymers. Thus, acetone was confirmed as the optimal solvent for grafting PtBMA.  






























Figure 3-5   Influence of PtBMA supplied in ‘grafting to’ reaction with tresylated Toyopearl supports 
on immobilised reactive amine content determined by TNBS (black squares) and Orange II (red circles) 
assays. 
3.2.2   Fabrication and characterisation of homo PEL brush grafted 
support 
After grafting reaction was performed, the success of grafted P2VP and PtBMA on the 
tresylated support was confirmed by the FTIR spectrum (Figure 3-6). The peaks for tresylated 
Toyopearl support were assigned as following; 1728 cm-1 for carbonyl (ester) C=O, 1478 and 
1255 cm-1 for methyl –CH3, 1139 cm
-1 for ester C-O, and 752 and 697 cm-1 for methylene –
(CH2)n- (Clayden et al., 2012; Solomons et al., 2017). In PtBMA grafted support, the additional 
peaks at 1450 and the doublet at 1399 and 1366 cm-1, corresponding to the tert-butyl group, 
were observed (Iacono and Heise, 2015). The unique new peaks relating to P2VP was clearly 
visible at 877 cm-1 for aromatic C-C bonds, also 1450 and 1600 cm-1, corresponding to aromatic 
C-H bonds (Coates, 2006; Nowak et al., 2016). Additionally, the growth of peak heights at 752 
and 697 cm-1 was detected in both PtBMA- and P2VP-grafted adsorbents due to increase in 
methylene –(CH2)n- from the polymers backbone (Coates, 2006). 




































































Figure 3-6  FTIR spectrum of a) Toyopearl, b) PtBMA-grafted Toyopearl, c) P2VP-grafted Toyopearl. 
The polymer grafted supports were imaged by E-SEM to investigate surface morphology 
(Figure 3-7). The images obtained from E-SEM show differences between the surfaces of 
tresylated Toyopearl support, P2VP-grafted Toyopearl support, and PtBMA-grafted Toyopearl 
support. The grafted supports had thicker structures than the un-grafted support that indicates 
attached polymers on the supports. Slightly thicker grafted PtBMA support was observed 
comparing to the P2VP one because of larger molecular weight of PtBMA.  
   
Figure 3-7  SEM images of Toyopearl (left), P2VP-grafted Toyopearl (middle), and PtBMA-grafted 
































The grafted PtBMA must be de-protected to liberate PMAA brush. De-protection by 50% 
aqueous TFA was tested by solid FTIR. The spectrum of de-protected PtBMA (Figure 3-8) 
showed loss or reduction of the specific peaks for PtBMA, including 1399 and 1366 cm-1 for 
the tert-butyl group; 1255 cm-1 for methyl –CH3; 1147 cm
-1 for ester C-O, suggesting formation 
of PMAA. The peak at 1728 cm-1, corresponding to carbonyl (ester) C=O, was remain, but 
smaller and broader, indicating a shift to the delocalised (carboxylic acid) C=O (Akkahat and 
Hoven, 2011; Lei et al., 2014; Banerjee et al., 2016). 
 
Figure 3-8  FTIR spectrum of a) PtBMA-grafted Toyopearl, and b) PtBMA-grafted Toyopearl after de-
protection by 50% TFA at 40 °C for 24 h.  
After de-protection, lysozyme binding of PtBMA- and hydrolysed PtBMA-grafted adsorbents 
was performed at pH 9, where PMAA is expected to ionise and lysozyme possesses positive 
charges, to confirm degree of hydrolysis. The result showed that lysozyme bound of the 
hydrolysed support was approximately 6 times higher than the non-hydrolysed one (Figure 3-
9). This result was quite comparable to the one from the binding study between α-chymotrypsin, 

































2007). This suggests the good de-protection process, reflected from ionised PMAA bound with 
lysozyme.  
 
Figure 3-9  Static lysozyme binding of PtBMA- and hydrolysed PtBMA-grafted supports. 
To quantify amount of polymer grafted on the support, gravimetric analysis was used. Supplied 
polymer amount was varied to find the maximum grafted amount. Due to limited solubility of 
polymers, two different percentages of slurry in grafting reaction were employed to achieve 
higher ratio of mg polymers per mL support. The result showed that both PtBMA and P2VP 
grafted matrices shared similar trend in grafting. Plateau phases were observed in both materials 
indicating the maximum grafting had been reached (Figure 3-10). However, grafting densities 
were different. Higher grafting densities were noted for P2VP. A possible explanation for this 
might be that smaller molecular weight, P2VP, is more soluble than larger molecular weight, 
PtBMA. For PtBMA chains, the maximum grafted amount of 17.5 mg/mL support was initially 
observed at 75 mg/mL support of supply concentration and was quite constant until the 
maximum supply, whereas 35 mg/mL support of P2VP grafted was obtained at supply of 300 
mg/mL support. The later plateau phase from the P2VP grafted support also suggests the 
advantage of higher solubility and smaller sizes. This small size polymer was more likely to 



































P2VP chains had high affinity to the substrate comparing to PAA chains, which is quite similar 
chemistry to PMAA (Houbenov, 2005).        
 
Figure 3-10   Calibration curve of PEL loading for P2VP-grafted support (close and open squares), and 
PtBMA-grafted support (close and open circles). Close squares and circles represent 8% slurry, whereas 
open squares and circles represent 2% slurry. 
Static protein binding studies were subsequently conducted using both homo PEL brush 
modified adsorbents to investigate relationship between loading PEL and protein binding. 
Model proteins applied in these studies were selected by its isoelectric point (pI). The pIs of 
proteins were screened by zeta potential measurement as a function of pH (Appendix 7.7) and 
the summarised net charge as a function of pH for each protein shown in Table 3-1. According 
to the studies of the mixed PEL brush on silicon wafers (Houbenov et al., 2003), the pI of P2VP 
was 6.7. Thus, P2VP brush should be extended and protonated at pH below 6.7. In case of PAA 
brush, the pI is 3.2. However, PAA was replaced by PMAA in this research to shift the pI of 
the brush to more neutral. Thus, the pI is likely expected to be more than 4.9. From this expected 
pI, PMAA should be stretched and ionised at pH above 6. Based on the pIs of brushes and 
proteins, the protein binding study of P2VP brush was performed at pH 4 using pepsin as a 
model protein, whereas that of PMAA brush was conducted at pH 9 using lysozyme. Therefore, 
charge interaction between ion exchange supports, both AEX and CEX, and proteins can be 
expected. 
































Figure 3-11   Protein bound against monomer grafted on the supports, P2VP-grafted support (close and 
open squares), and PMAA-grafted support (close and open circles). Close squares and circles represent 
8% slurry, whereas open squares and circles represent 2% slurry. 
The proteins bound was illustrated against monomer units grafted, calculated from degree of 
polymerisation for P2VP and PMAA, which is 126 and 204, respectively. As previously 
mentioned about lower solubility of PtBMA, this reflected in lower grafted monomers, further 
translated to lower protein binding capacity comparing to P2VP grafted support (figure 3-11). 
Despite higher loading of P2VP brush was achieved when increasing polymer supply, pepsin 
bound was not much different in each point even at the lowest point of monomer grafted. 
Regarding PMAA grafted support, there was not much influence of monomer grafted on 
lysozyme bound. These results offer a simple framework for manufacturing mixed PEL 
modified supports with varied PMAA: P2VP contents. These additionally provide the optimal 
P2VP and PtBMA supply of 100 and 75 mg/mL support, respectively, to obtain the maximum 
protein binding capacities with cost-effectiveness. 
To assess distribution of PEL brush in the adsorbent, fluorescence images from confocal laser 
scanning microscopy (CLSM) were obtained by using fluorophore-tagged proteins as a probe. 
Due to protein conjugation with fluorescence dye must be done at basic pH, pepsin was replaced 
by BSA as a model protein and binding pH was adjusted to pH 5 to get maximum binding with 
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BSA. The images from Figure 3-12 suggest uniform binding of tagged proteins in both P2VP- 
and PMAA-grafted beads (Zhu et al., 2018). This indicates good distribution of PEL chains 
throughout the beads. 
    
    
Figure 3-12   CLSM images of a) control and b) PMAA grafted Toyopearl bound with Cy5 tagged 
lysozyme, c) control and d) P2VP grafted Toyopearl bound with Texas red tagged BSA. Top images are 
the same supports analysed using a light microscope. Scale bar represents 20 μm.  
3.2.3   Functional test 
The static protein binding as a function of pH was studied to explore pH-responsive behaviour 
of both P2VP and PMAA brush modified supports. Different model proteins, based on their pI, 
were selected for testing. The zeta potential of proteins was measured as a function of pH to 
obtain pI (Appendix7.7). The pIs of proteins and net charge in different pH were summarised 




a) b) c) d) 
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Table 3-1   Net charge of model proteins from zeta potential measurements, used in the protein binding 
studies. 
Protein pI 
Net charge at 
pH 3.5 pH 4 pH 5 pH 6 pH 7 pH 8 pH 9 
Pepsin 3.0 -ve -ve -ve -ve -ve -ve -ve 
Amyloglucosidase 3.5 neutral -ve -ve -ve -ve -ve -ve 
BSA 4.8 +ve +ve -ve -ve -ve -ve -ve 
Myoglobin 5.5 +ve +ve +ve -ve -ve -ve -ve 
RNase 9.0 +ve +ve +ve +ve +ve +ve neutral 
Lysozyme 11.5 +ve +ve +ve +ve +ve +ve +ve 
 
Three acidic proteins, pepsin, amyloglucosidase, and BSA, were used in binding studies with 
P2VP modified support. In addition, lysozyme was employed to investigate interaction of AEX 
brush with oppositely charged protein. On another hand, two basic proteins, RNase and 
Lysozyme, and one acidic protein, pepsin, were used for PMAA binding. Both PMAA and 
P2VP brushes bound with myoglobin were conducted to determine the interaction with neutral 
protein. To comprehend purely and effectively pH-responsive behaviour, low salt buffers were 
employed in all studies to explore only effect of pH in the ‘osmotic regime’. 
The P2VP brush should be protonated at pH below 6.7 (Houbenov et al., 2003), so it was able 
to bind with pepsin, amyloglucosidase, and BSA, as expected (Figure 3-13). Pepsin was the 
highest bound among other proteins, where the highest points were observed from pH 2.5 to 
pH 5. At pH 6, the number began to drop and continuously reduce to almost zero at pH 7.5. 
This same kind of binding could also be found in amyloglucosidase, except at pH 3.5 where 
amyloglucosidase was neutral (Table 3-1) and very low binding was observed. Low binding of 
pepsin and amyloglucosidase at pH 6 and beyond in the P2VP grafted support was likely a 
result from the P2VP brush started to collapse, which agreed with the thickness of P2VP brush 
on the flat substrate using ellipsometer and AFM force measurement, reported by Drechsler et 
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al. (2010). In case of BSA, the high binding was found from pH 5 to pH 7. This might explain 
by effect of electrostatic interaction from oppositely charged proteins and P2VP brush in this 
pH range, including the pH close to the pI of BSA (Burkert et al., 2009). In contrast, very low 
non-specific binding was observed from lysozyme amongst the studied pH. Due to positively 
charged lysozyme in these pHs, charge repulsion with positively charged P2VP brush and no 
interaction with collapsed brush were probably occurred. It indicates good selectivity of AEX 
brush modified support. 
According to the study of PMAA brushes grafted on silicon surface (Santonicola et al., 2010), 
the pKa of the PMAA brush was approximately 6.4. Therefore, the brush was swollen and 
ionised at pH above 6.4. This correlates with the results from lysozyme and RNase binding. 
High lysozyme and RNase bound were obtained at pH ranged from 7 to 9 (Figure 3-13), where 
charge interaction between the brush and proteins was expected. This correlated with the study 
of PMAA brush grafted substrate binding with lysozyme, showing the highest lysozyme bound 
at pH 7 and low binding at pH 4 (Lei et al., 2014). Only low binding was found from pH below 
7, except the binding of RNase at pH 6. The possible explanation for this is structure of RNase 
which possesses positive charges inside the pocket and not expose to outside (Beintema et al., 
1997; Scheraga et al., 2001), so the interaction might come from hydrophobic interaction with 
unionised PMAA brush. The acidic protein, pepsin, was additionally studied with the PMAA 
brush. The results showed very low binding of pepsin throughout the pHs because of charge 
repulsion, which was inversely observed in P2VP brush with basic protein. It showed a good 
selectivity of protein binding. 
Apart from acidic and basic proteins, a neutral protein, myoglobin, was also selected to perform 
binding studies with both P2VP- and PMAA-grafted supports. Since the pIs of myoglobin and 
both polymer brushes were close, it is understood that no charge interaction was occurred. Only 
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small amount of myoglobin bound with both P2VP and PMAA brushes at pH 6 (Figure3-13), 
where the brushes were expectedly less charged. This may a result from slightly hydrophobic 
interaction. The interaction was stronger in case of PMAA brush, which likely contains more 
hydrophobic backbones. This reflects in higher binding of myoglobin for PMAA brush 
comparing to P2VP brush. 
 
Figure 3-13   Static protein binding studies of P2VP grafted support (blue squares) and PMAA grafted 
support (red circles). 
From these proteins binding studies, the P2VP and PMAA modified supports displayed pH-
responsive protein adsorption behaviour, which relates to previous studies on flat surfaces 
(Uhlmann et al., 2007) and non-porous magnetic adsorbent (Willett, 2009). To understand more 
about smart pH-switchable functions, protein desorption studies has been performed as a 
function of pH. The proteins that got the highest binding for each brush were selected for this 
study. Pepsin was bound with P2VP brush at pH 4, whereas lysozyme was bound with PMAA 







































































brush at pH 8. Myoglobin was only tested in PMAA brush at binding pH of 6. After binding, 
the pHs were subsequently shifted by 1 to 3 pH units toward where the brushes would be 
collapsed. The results showed that the more the pH shifted, the higher the elution percentages 
in all cases (Figure 3-14). The elution of pepsin from P2VP brush was raised to 100% when 
shifting pH from 4 to 7, while shifting pH from 8 to 5 for PMAA brush, the 100% of lysozyme 
elution was also observed. This suggests that by switching pH, the brushes were collapsed and 
uncharged leading to release of bound proteins (Santonicola et al., 2010). As regards 
myoglobin, more elution from PMAA brush was also found when lower pH. However, it was 
not increased to 100%. This could be attributed to hydrophobic interaction. These results from 
protein elution studies demonstrated pH-responsive behaviour tightly corresponding to the 










Figure 3-14  pH mediated elution of pepsin from P2VP grafted supports (top left), lysozyme from 
PMAA grafted supports, and myoglobin from PMAA grafted supports. 
3.3   Conclusion 
PEL brush is one of the smart polymers that have a potential application in separation process, 
especially in a chromatography matrix. With pH-responsive properties, this can provide more 
efficient recovery with a greener solution and no requirement of modifying equipment. Homo 
PEL brush modified supports was first fabricated using ‘grafting to’ method, which has been 
widely used and offers simple and flexible process to start with. Click reaction between tresyl 
chloride activated Toyopearl and terminal amine polymers was chosen to covalently bond both 
P2VP (AEX polymer) and PtBMA (CEX precursor polymer) with the support. Regarding 
optimisation, we found that acetone was a solvent of choice for grafting P2VP and PtBMA. The 
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optimal reaction time was 48 h to obtain maximum grafting density. De-protection of PtBMA 
by 50% TFA in water at 40 °C for 24 h to liberate PMAA was tested and confirmed by FTIR. 
Both P2VP- and PMAA-grafted Toyopearl supports were characterised by FTIR and 
gravimetry. Calibration curve of PEL loading was successfully constructed to provide a 
framework for manufacturing mixed PEL brushes in further studies. Uniform distribution of 
both polymers in the support was confirmed by applying fluorophore-conjugated proteins and 
fluorescence images were detected by CLSM. 
The protein adsorption/desorption studies as a function of pH demonstrated pH-dependent 
behaviour of P2VP- and PMAA-grafted adsorbents, as agreed with the previous research. 
Acidic protein binding with P2VP chains was noticed at pH below 7, where the brush was 
swollen and protonated. While basic protein binding with PMAA brush was occurred at pH 
above 6, where PMAA chains were extended and ionised. No or low binding of the basic protein 
with the P2VP support and the acidic protein with the PMAA one. Neutral protein, myoglobin, 
only bound to PMAA support, albeit at low capacity and peaking at pH 6. Further, we found 
that pH-mediated elution studies showed correspondent results to the binding studies. With 
farther shifting pH from the binding pH, the elution percentages were larger. The highest 
(100%) recoveries were found in both P2VP and PMAA supports when shifting 3 pH units 
toward where the brush collapsed. These studies provide fundamental framework for 














Chapter 4 Fabrication of mixed PEL 
brush modified Toyopearl and its 












4.1   Introduction 
Ion exchange chromatography has been commonly used in protein separation because of its 
high capacity and simple process in binding and elution. However, with a conventional ion 
exchange, either an anion or cation exchange technique can be operated in one chromatography 
matrix at a time. Additionally, to achieve high protein recovery, high salt is required for elution 
(Levy et al., 2016; Faraji et al., 2017; Großhans et al., 2018). The mixed PEL brush grafted 
porous support has a potential to overcome these problems from a conventional ion exchange 
chromatography. The mixed PEL brush support, containing both weak cationic polymer (P2VP) 
and weak anionic polymer (PMAA), can express anion or cation exchange depending on 
environmental pH. At acidic pH, the P2VP chains are protonated and stretched out, creating 
positively charged surface, which can act as an anion exchange chromatography. At basic pH, 
the PMAA chains are ionised and dominant, forming negatively charged surface, which can 
behave as a cation exchange chromatography (Figure 4-1). 
 
 
Figure 4-1   Schematic of switching charge behaviour of a mixed P2VP/PMAA brush 
According to the fundamental work of homo PEL brush modified supports in Chapter 3, two 
different polymers, PMAA and P2VP, can be grafted on the surface by two steps via ‘graft to’ 
approach. First, one polymer species with limited amount of chains will be anchored with target 








































































on the remaining active sites. To prevent two oppositely charged polymers from charge-induced 
tangling, PMAA, with tertiary butyl protective groups, poly(t-butyl methacrylate) (PtBMA), 
will be first grafted. After grafting both polymer chains, de-protection process will be followed 
to liberate PMAA. This de-protection approach has been successfully applied for grafting 
mixed PEL brush on both flat surface (Houbenov, 2005) and non-porous adsorbent (Willett, 
2009). After successful fabrication and rigorously testing of mixed PEL brush supports, the 
supports can be examined for their application in a column chromatography. 
The protein adsorption/desorption in the column chromatography as a function of pH can be 
explored by employing model proteins with varied pI. Thus, the binding and elution can be 
tested in both ways. The list of model proteins, used in Chapter3, is provided in Table 4-1. 





Pepsin 3.0 34.6 (Sepulveda et al., 1975) 
Amyloglucosidase 3.5 68 (Amaral-Fonseca et al., 2018) 
BSA 4.8 66.3 (Kinsella and Whitehead, 1989) 
Myoglobin 5.5 17 (Graf and Wätzig, 2004) 
RNase 9.0 13.7 (Hirs et al., 1956) 
Lysozyme 11.0 14.4 (Price et al., 1999) 
Protein loading into a column chromatography can be tracked in a real-time from an in-line UV 
detector. Protein can be commonly detected by measurement of UV absorbance at 280 nm. The 
protein content in each fraction from the column can also be later analysed by the BCA assay, 
which was previously applied in Chapter3.     
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Gel electrophoresis is a suitable technique for analysing a mixture of proteins. This technique 
involves protein loading onto a polyacrylamide gel, where electrical current is passed. Before 
loading protein, protein is treated with sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) or lithium dodecyl 
sulphate (LDS) and a reducing agent to denature the protein structure. SDS or LDS provides 
protein with negatively intrinsic charge proportional to its mass. This leads to different moving 
distance of proteins towards the anode depending on their molecular weight. Therefore, proteins 
with varied sizes can be separated and identified, based on the known molecular weight proteins 
that travel through a gel at around the same rate. Subsequently, the proteins can be visualised 
by staining with a specific dye that bind with proteins. 
In this chapter, we fabricate mixed PEL modified supports by two-step grafting, first with 
PMAA and followed by P2VP, with various compositions. The supports are properly 
characterised and perform pH-responsive static protein adsorption/desorption. Thereafter, the 
mixed PEL brush modified Toyopearl, containing the best composition of P2VP and PMAA 
and displaying great performances, was packed into the column before loading with the selected 
model proteins, including pepsin, myoglobin, and lysozyme, which represents an acidic, a 
neutral, and a basic protein, respectively. These proteins offer different pI and molecular weight 
and are, thus, useful in testing brush performance and for LDS-PAGE analysis. We explored 
pH-switchable protein adsorption/desorption of the support by operating in two conditions. One 
is loading proteins at acidic pH before elution at basic pH and another one is loading proteins 
at basic pH before elution at acidic pH. The fractions from the chromatography were analysed 
for the total protein content by the BCA assay and the protein in the mixture, associated with 
the peak of UV absorbance at 280 nm, were identified by SDS-PAGE. These provide qualitative 
and quantitative information about the performance of the mixed PEL brush modified support. 
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4.2   Results and discussion 
4.2.1   Manufacture of mixed PEL brush modified supports 
Mixed PEL brush modified Toyopearl supports were fabricated by first grafting PtBMA and 
P2VP was subsequently grafted onto the supports. This sequence was preferable because 
smaller P2VP is likely able to penetrate between larger PtBMA chains. P2VP also has the high 
affinity to the substrate (Houbenov, 2005), so the inverse order might prevent grafting PtBMA 
as second chains. The concentration of supplied PtBMA was carefully selected from the 
calibration curve in Figure 3-10 and 3-11. The 37.5 mg/mL support of PtBMA supplied was 
first employed to assumingly occupy half of active sites and allow the remained sites for 
grafting P2VP. Different concentrations of P2VP solution were subsequently grafted to observe 
influence of second grafting on the mixed PEL brush. The detail for each mixed PEL modified 
support assembling was presented in Table 4-2. 




PEL grafted             
(μmol/mL support) 
Mol% 
PMAA P2VP PMAA P2VP PMAA P2VP 
P2VP - 7.6 - 2.1 - 100 
PMAA 2.6 - 0.6 - 100 - 
Mix 1 1.3 3.8 0.5 0.4 65 35 
Mix 2 1.3 5.7 0.5 0.9 45 55 
Mix 3 1.3 7.6 0.5 1.2 39 61 
Mix 4 1.3 9.5 0.5 0.6 58 42 
Mix 5 0.9 7.6 0.3 1.5 22 78 
Mix 6 2.6 7.6 0.6 0.5 67 33 
 
Mixed PEL brush supports were analysed by gravimetric approach and liquid FTIR of polymer 
solution to obtain each brush component grafted in the supports. The percentages of mol 
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(mol%) was based on each monomer content, calculated from the degree of polymerisation of 
204 and 126 for PMAA and P2VP, respectively, shown in Table 4-2. When concentration of 
supplied P2VP was increased, more P2VP chains were grafted on the support as shown in Mix 
1 to Mix 3. It appears to be that shorter chains, P2VP, were able to penetrate into the space 
between larger chains, PMAA, and were better grafted which was shown from more than 50 
mol% of grafted P2VP in the mixed PEL support despite of low supply of P2VP. According to 
these data, it can infer that P2VP, supplied with high concentration, can be accessed to the 
active surface, although higher PMAA chains are already grafted. A possible explanation is that 
large chains of PMAA blocked themselves from accessing the active sites leading to limited 
maximum grafting densities (as shown in Figure 3-10). In contrast, with smaller size and higher 
affinity to the surface, P2VP is likely to pass through and attach to the surface. However, if the 
P2VP concentration was too high, it might have a negative effect on grafting as shown in ‘Mix 
4’. Since turbidity was observed from the P2VP solution supplying for Mix 4, undissolved 
P2VP may have caused blockage in support pores during the grafting step, decreasing the 
available surface area for dissolved chains to graft to the support surface, which could have 
resulted in the decrease in grafted P2VP. Therefore, the maximum supply of P2VP of 7.6 
μmol/mL support was selected for the further experiments.  
The effect of the first polymer grafting on the second polymer grafting was investigated by 
varying the supply of PMAA and following with the constant supply of P2VP. As higher PMAA 
chains were grafted, the grafted P2VP was reduced according to Mix 5 and Mix 6 (Table 4-2). 
P2VP chains could be grafted on the surface even though the surface was occupied by the 
possible maximum chains of PMAA. It indicates that there was enough gap and active sites 
between PMAA chains that allowed P2VP to graft on.  
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In order to confirm that P2VP was successfully integrated into mixed PEL modified support, 
solid FTIR was used. The spectrum of mixed PEL support (Figure 4-2) illustrated the peaks of 
first grafted PMAA, identified at 1450 and 1358 cm-1, corresponding to methylene –CH2- and 
methyl –CH3, respectively, with the uniquely additional peaks of second grafted P2VP, 
observed at 877 cm-1 for aromatic C-C bonds, also 1450 and 1600 cm-1, corresponding to 
aromatic C-H bonds. The rise of peak heights at 752 and 697 cm-1 was detected from increasing 
in methylene –(CH2)n- from the polymers backbone. 
     
Figure 4-2  FTIR spectrum of a) PMAA, b) P2VP, and c) mixed PEL modified supports. 
To understand configuration of the polymer chains on the support, grafting density was 
calculated by the following equation; 
𝜎 =  
𝐴.𝑁𝐴
𝑆
     (4-1) 
 
where σ is grafting density (chains/nm2), A is amount of grafted polymer (mol), NA is 
























 The inter-grafting space, D, (nm) was calculated by the following equation; 
     𝐷 =   
1
√𝜎
    (4-2) 
Additionally, radius of gyration (Rg) can be calculated as the following equation; 
     𝑅𝑔  ≈   𝐴𝑚. 𝐿
𝑣    (4-3) 
where Am is the monomer size (0.33 nm for PMAA and 0.67 nm for P2VP), L is monomer units 
in the polymer, and v is the Flory exponent, which is dependent on the polymer-solvent 
interaction. Under good solvent conditions (PMAA at high pH, P2VP at low pH) where swollen 
chains are presented a Flory exponent of 3/5 was used (Unsworth et al., 2005; Kato and Wadati, 
2007). Under poor solvent conditions (low and neutral pH for PMAA and neutral and high pH 
for P2VP), when chains are presented in collapsed form, a Flory exponent of 1/3 was used 
(Cordeiro, 1999). In case of mixed PEL brushes, two different monomers were presented which 
leading to more than one Am values. Therefore, an average Rg value was applied during the 
characterisation of the mixed PEL brushes, which was calculated with the following equations 
depending on the pH (Willett, 2009; Israelachvili, 2011); 
Rg,Mix, pH 2         = (Rg,PMAA, collapsed).NPMAA + (Rg, P2VP swollen).NP2VP  (4-4) 
Rg,Mix, neutral pH  =  (Rg,PMAA,collapsed).NPMAA + (Rg,P2VP, collapsed).NP2VP  (4-5) 























pH 2 neutral pH 10 pH 2 neutral pH 10 
P2VP 0.16 2.49 12.17 3.35 3.35 0.10 0.37 0.37 
PMAA 0.05 4.62 1.94 1.94 8.02 1.19 1.19 0.29 
Mix 1 0.07 3.83 6.66 2.59 5.87 0.29 0.74 0.33 
Mix 2 0.11 3.01 8.75 2.88 4.92 0.17 0.52 0.31 
Mix 3 0.13 2.79 9.24 2.95 4.69 0.15 0.47 0.30 
Mix 4 0.08 3.52 7.51 2.71 5.48 0.23 0.65 0.32 
Mix 5 0.14 2.69 10.68 3.15 4.04 0.13 0.43 0.33 
Mix 6 0.08 3.46 6.44 2.56 5.97 0.27 0.67 0.29 
Polymer configuration can be predicted by the value of D/2Rg. If D/2Rg > 1, polymer is in non-
overlapping mushroom configuration. If D/2Rg = 0.5 – 1, weak overlapping is occurred. If 
D/2Rg < 0.5, brush regime is formed (Zhu et al., 2007). According to D/2Rg values of homo 
and mixed PEL supports in Table 4-3, P2VP and Mix 5 were in brush configuration at all pHs. 
PMAA was in mushroom regime at acidic and neutral pHs, while PMAA brush was observed 
at basic pH where the PMAA chains could be ionised and stretched away from the surface. In 
case of Mix 6, the brush regime was performed at acidic and basic pHs, where charged P2VP 
and PMAA chains dominated the surface, respectively. However, at neutral pH, only weak 
overlapping was occurred because of less grafting density comparing to Mix 5. 
4.2.2   Physicochemical properties of mixed PEL brush modified support 
Zeta potential measurement was adopted to understand how the brush component affects 
properties. The zeta potential values were measured as a function of pH, ranging from 3.5 to 9. 
The zeta potential curves of homo P2VP, PMAA and one of the mixed PEL (Mix 6) modified 




Figure 4-3   Zeta potential measurements of P2VP (blue squares), PMAA (red circles), and Mix 6 (black 
triangles) PEL brush supports as a function of pH. 
The plot illustrated that homo PMAA brush possessed negative values almost throughout the 
tested pH, except at pH 3.5, indicating negatively charged surface, while the P2VP brush 
displayed positive values at pH below around 6, indicating positively charged surface at acidic 
pHs. These correlated with the previously reported curves (Houbenov et al., 2003). In case of 
the mixed PEL support, after P2VP chains were subsequently grafted, the zeta potential 
numbers were shifted towards positive side, especially at acidic pHs. At pH 3.5 and 4, the zeta 
potentials of mixed PEL brush supports were positive and higher than ones of homo PMAA 
brush. It indicates that P2VP chains were successfully integrated into the PMAA-grafted 
supports creating mixed PEL modified supports with pH-responsive behaviour as shown as 
change of surface charges in the zeta potential plot. These also closely correlated with the 
previous study of mixed PAA-P2VP brush grafted surface (Houbenov et al., 2003; Drechsler 
et al., 2010).  
From the zeta potential curve, isoelectric points (pI) or point of zero charge (PZC) of the mixed 
PEL supports can be estimated. The results demonstrated that the more the P2VP grafted in 
mixed PEL support, the higher the PZC because P2VP provided positively charges at acidic pH 
and consequently increased the PZC of mixed PEL support (Figure4-4). In another way, high 






















content of PMAA reduce the PZC of the mixed PEL modified supports. It suggested that 
composition of P2VP and PMAA plays an important role in surface charges in the response of 
pH. 
 
Figure 4-4   Influence of brush composition on the point of zero charge (PZC) obtained from zeta 
potential curve. 
Zeta potential of the mixed PEL modified adsorbents had been also measured in alternating 
steps of acidic and basic pH to determine pH-responsive behaviour and charge reversibility. 
Switching pH from 3.5 and 8.5 was first applied to investigate effect of changing between 
extreme pH. Then, the pH was switched to 4 before measurements were carried out in 
intermediate pH between 4 and 7 to examine the brush behaviour in smaller pH changing range 
that is suitable for protein separation by chromatography. The supports were first rinsed with 
the desired pH buffer and were then equilibrated in the buffers for 30 minutes before 
measurements. Figure 4-5 shows that the mixed PEL modified support reversibly switched its 
zeta potential in response to changes in pH. The zeta charges also closely tracked with the 
original zeta potential curve of the mixed PEL support. According to Houbenov et al. (2003), 
the magnitude of zeta potential is strongly linked to brush height. This suggests signs of full 
reversibility without irreversible knotting or tangling of the mixed PEL brush chains and the 















PEL brush functionalised supports have a potential for AEX-CEX chromatography 
applications, possibly for multiple cycles of adsorption and elution. The switch in surface 
charge may provide pH-mediated elution with an additional ‘push’ by electrostatic repulsion 
forces, increasing elution efficiency and decreasing the number of washing steps required, thus 
reducing waste generation. 
 
Figure 4-5  Brush reversibility determined by zeta potential measurements. The original zeta potential 
curve of the mixed PEL brush modified support (Mix 6) shown in black line. Change of zeta potential 
values after shifting pH by the following number order 1-6.   
There is a strong correlation between zeta potential (surface charges) and sedimentation rate 
(Kinyua et al., 2016). Particles are likely to suspend in solution if they possess high zeta 
potential, in another word, positive or negative charges, which will prevent them to agglomerate 
together and sediment. Thus, sedimentation rates of mixed PEL support was measured in 
different pH buffer and UV-Vis absorbance was measured at 400 nm wavelength for detecting 
light scattering of particles. The sedimentation curve was plotted between Log [A/A0] and time 
(Vikesland et al., 2016). The gradient of slopes related to the settling rate as shown in Figure 
4-6 left. From the time of 100 seconds onward, the gradients can be distinguished in three 
groups, including the steepest group (pH 5 and 6), the shallowest group (pH 3.5 and 4), and the 
middle group (pH 7, 8, and 9). The normalised absorbance at 400 nm at the time of 180 seconds 
(Figure 4-6 right) also showed the similar trend to the sedimentation curve. These results 




























correlated with the previous zeta potential measurements (Figure 4-5). The positively charged 
supports (at pH 3.5 and 4) and negatively charged supports (at pH 7, 8, and 9) displayed slower 
sedimentation rates than the ones of less or zero charged supports (at pH 5 and 6). This 
behaviour may relate to the wettability of the supports as investigated by advancing contact 
angle measurements (Ionov et al., 2004). At intermediate pH values the brush layer was 
collapsed and a dry hydrophobic PMAA-P2VP complex was formed (Mikhaylova et al., 2007; 
Hinrichs et al., 2009), which may result in increased aggregation of support beads and thus 
faster settling. 
  
Figure 4-6  Sedimentation rate curve of mixed PEL brush modified support (Mix 6) in different pH 
buffers (left). Normalised absorbance at 400 nm (A400) at 180 second as a function of pH. 
 
4.2.3   Protein adsorption and desorption as a function of pH 
‘Mix 5’ and ‘Mix 6’ were selected to perform batch protein binding and elution studies to 
investigate influence of the brush composition on their performances. Mix 5 (22% PMAA: 78% 
P2VP) represents the mixed PEL brush with high ratio of P2VP, while Mix 6 (67% PMAA: 
33% P2VP) represents the one with high proportion of PMAA. Pepsin, myoglobin, and 
lysozyme were chosen as model acidic, neutral, and basic proteins, respectively, because of 
good binding and elution profiles shown in the homo PEL brush supports.  








































Figure 4-7   Static protein binding of P2VP (blue squares), PMAA (red circles), Mix 5 (violet up 
triangles), and Mix 6 (green down triangles) Toyopearl supports as a function of pH. 
The results demonstrated that protein binding strongly correlated with the brush composition 
(Figure 4-7). According to pepsin binding, Mix 5 had higher binding than Mix 6 as expected 
because higher amount of P2VP chains were observed in Mix 5. It is noted that pepsin bound 
of Mix 5 was close to the homo P2VP support, especially at pH 3.5 and pH 4, even the grafted 
P2VP chains in both supports were different. This might be explained by that the brush surfaces 
were saturated with pepsin at low pH, where the P2VP chains were fully protonated. Thus, 
small difference in brush density had no effect in pepsin bound. However, when considering at 
pH 5 and 6, lower pepsin bound was observed in Mix 5 comparing to the homo P2VP one since 
less degree of protonation could be expected and the grafting density would be more prominent. 
With high number of P2VP chains, more charges can possibly be obtained, which leads to high 
pepsin bound. 
In case of lysozyme binding, Mix 6 had higher lysozyme bound than Mix 5 as Mix 6 possessed 
higher grafted PMAA chains than Mix 5. Lysozyme bound of Mix 6 was, however, lower than 
the homo PMAA supports, although amount of grafted PMAA in both supports was similar. 
This might result from interference from another polymer, P2VP chains, in the mixed brush, 














































which has been observed in the PAA-P2VP mixed brush (Drechsler et al., 2018). Additionally, 
since the numbers of grafted chains between PMAA and P2VP were close (Table 4-2), P2VP 
chains likely had quite an impact on the PMAA behaviour and lysozyme binding. 
The binding with a neutral protein, myoglobin, was also performed for mixed PEL modified 
supports. However, no or very less binding was observed amongst tested pHs. The explanation 
for this might be that the PZC of myoglobin and mixed PEL adsorbents were quite close. Thus, 
there is possibly no or less attractive force from charge interaction at acidic or basic pH as well 
as hydrophobic interaction at around neutral pH. 
One of interesting findings was that the mixed PEL modified Toyopearl supports displayed pH-
responsive protein adsorption for both acidic and basic proteins. It could also perform as either 
an anion exchanger or a cation exchanger, which was different from the homo polymer grafted 
supports.          
  
Figure 4-8   pH mediated lysozyme elution (left) and pepsin elution (right) of homo PEL and mixed 
PEL brush supports. Key: homo P2VP (blue); homo PMAA (red), Mix 5 (violet); and Mix 6 (green). 
Mix 5 and Mix 6 performed pH mediated elution to investigate protein desorption behaviour. 












































binding was conducted at pH 8 and then the pH was lowered from 1 to 3 units. The elution was 
shown in percentages of bound protein and was compared with that from both homo PEL brush 
supports (Figure 4-8). Lysozyme elution was increased for both homo PMAA and mixed PEL 
adsorbents when shifting to higher pHs, whereas, pepsin elution for both homo P2VP and mixed 
PEL adsorbents were increased with decrease in pH. Mix 6, containing high PMAA ratio, 
displayed higher lysozyme elution percentages than Mix 5, containing lower PMAA ratio, 
while Mix 5 with higher P2VP content showed higher pepsin elution percentages than Mix 6. 
This suggests that high PMAA content in the support encourages high lysozyme elution as well 
as high P2VP content promotes high pepsin elution. It is noticeable that pepsin elution from 
Mix 5 was superior to the P2VP support at 1 and 2 pH units above the binding pH, whereas 
lysozyme elution from mix 6 was superior to PMAA at 1 and 2 pH units below the binding pH. 
This behaviour of mixed PEL supports shows a great potential over the homo brush supports 
when performing dynamic protein adsorption/desorption in a column chromatography. Since 
pH gradient will be operated for elution step, efficient protein recovery might be achieved by 
just changing 1 or 2 pH units from the binding pH. 
4.2.4   Effect of higher degree of tresyl activation 
The mixed PEL modified Toyopearl support was successfully fabricated with bi-functional and 
pH-responsive protein adsorption/desorption. However, there was a slight lack of balance 
between anion exchanger and cation exchanger performances. Low binding of lysozyme was 
observed comparing to pepsin binding due to less PMAA chains were grafted on the support. 
Therefore, increasing the grafting density of PMAA chains can improve protein binding on the 
cation exchanger side. One way to accomplish this is increasing the degree of tresyl activation. 
According to TNBS assay after amination of the surface, the extent of tresyl activation was 
10.56 + 0.38 μmol/mL support for all the Toyopearl supports used in the previous studies. The 
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PEL modified supports using this batch of Toyopearl will be stated with ‘A’ in the name from 
this point. Another batch of Toyopearl has higher degree of tresylation of 19.24 + 0.02 μmol/mL 
support, which was used in making PEL brush modified Toyopearl supports in the experiments 
onward. This batch will be stated as ‘B’ in the name. Regarding to the values of tresyl activation, 
Batch B had around twice higher the active sites than Batch A, which can improve the grafting 
density of polymers on the Toyopearl support. 
First, the mixed PEL modified supports made from ‘Batch B’ Toyoperal were fabricated 
supplying with different amount of PMAA to thoroughly investigate effect of the first grafting 
on the second grafting and to find the suitable brush composition that provide the balance 
performance. The supplied P2VP of 7.6 μmol/mL support was applied based on the previous 
results. List of the mixed PEL brush modified Toyopearl supports were shown along with the 
homo PEL modified supports in Table 4-4.       





PEL grafted             
(μmol/mL support) 
Mol% 
PMAA P2VP PMAA P2VP PMAA P2VP 
B-P2VP - 7.6 - 3.0 - 100 
B-PMAA 2.6 - 0.9 - 100 - 
B-Mix 7 0.4 7.6 0.4 2.3 22 78 
B-Mix 8 0.9 7.6 0.7 2.2 33 67 
B-Mix 9 1.7 7.6 0.8 2.1 38 62 
B-Mix 10 2.6 7.6 0.9 1.9 44 56 
 
The result demonstrated that higher grafted PMAA decreased amount of grafted P2VP 
(Figure4-9), which agreed with the previous results (Table 4-2). This might be due to blocking 
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access of P2VP chains from dense grafted PMAA chains. However, even at maximum grafted 
PMAA, P2VP was still quite highly grafted on the support because P2VP chains are smaller in 
size and possibly passed through to the active sites and attached to the supports. With maximum 
grafted PMAA and followed by maximum supply of P2VP (B-Mix 10), it provided more 
balance compositions of PMAA and P2VP in the mixed PEL support and might also lead to 
balance in protein adsorption/desorption behaviour.  
 
Figure 4-9  Influence of first grafting, PMAA, to second grafting, P2VP in the mixed PEL Toyopearl 
(Batch B) supports. 
The parameters used to determine the configurations of homo and mixed PEL chains modified 
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pH 2 neutral pH 10 pH 2 neutral pH 10 
B-P2VP 0.24 3.76 12.17 3.35 3.35 0.08 0.31 0.31 
B-PMAA 0.07 2.06 1.94 1.94 8.02 0.97 0.97 0.23 
B-Mix 7 0.21 2.21 10.67 3.15 4.04 0.10 0.35 0.27 
B-Mix 8 0.22 2.15 9.81 3.03 4.43 0.11 0.35 0.24 
B-Mix 9 0.22 2.13 9.37 2.97 4.63 0.11 0.36 0.23 
B-Mix 10 0.21 2.16 8.82 2.89 4.88 0.12 0.37 0.22 
 
Polymer configuration can be predicted by the value of D/2Rg. If D/2Rg > 1, polymer is in non-
overlapping mushroom configuration. If D/2Rg = 0.5 – 1, week overlapping is occurred. If 
D/2Rg < 0.5, brush regime is formed (Zhu et al., 2007). According to D/2Rg values of B-Mix 
7-10 in Table 3-6, B-Mix 7-10 were in brush configuration at all pHs. The homo P2VP grafted 
support, B-P2VP, also performed the brush regime, while the PMAA grafted support, B-
PMAA, displayed the brush regime only at basic pH. The chain densities in these ‘Batch B’ 
supports were higher than the ones in ‘Batch A’. This suggests that higher degree of tresylation 
could increase the grafted chains and brush density. To confirm this assumption, protein binding 






Figure 4-10  Static lysozyme binding (left) and pepsin binding (right) of homo PEL and mixed PEL 
supports as a function of pH. Key: B-PMAA (red circles); B-P2VP (blue squares); B-Mix 7 (light blue 
up triangles), B-Mix 8 (pink down triangles), B-Mix 9 (dark red diamonds), B-Mix 10 (dark yellow left 
triangles). 
Static protein binding studies of mixed PEL modified adsorbents with different PMAA/P2VP 
ratios were examined comparing with the homo PEL grafted supports. Pepsin and lysozyme 
were employed at intermediate pH range where pH-responsive binding of each protein can be 
observed. Figure 4-10 (left) shows lysozyme binding of mixed PEL supports with different 
compositions at pH 5 to 8. It was demonstrated that lysozyme bound was reflected by the ratio 
of PMAA chains in the mixed PEL. At pH 7 and 8, where the PMAA brush was expected to be 
ionised, the supports bound lysozyme at maximum level and B-Mix 10, containing the highest 
amount of PMAA chains, expressed the highest binding of around 17.5 mg/mL support and the 
numbers were very close to the ones from homo PMAA brush adsorbents. Low or no lysozyme 
binding was seen in B-Mix 7 because the PMAA chains in this support may be too low and was 
probably blocked by dominant P2VP chains. The similar correlation between polymer 
composition and protein binding also applied to P2VP chains and pepsin binding (Figure 4-10 
right). B-Mix 7, with the highest ratio of P2VP chains, exhibited the highest pepsin bound from 
pH 4 to 7, which was a bit less than the ones from homo P2VP brush adsorbents. At pH 4, 
pepsin was adsorbed with all supports at the highest level of approximately 45 mg/mL support 
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because the P2VP chains were fully protonated and interacted with negatively charged pepsin. 
When pH was shifted to more basic, the pepsin binding was gradually reduced due to collapse 
of the P2VP brush and possibly rise of oppositely charged PMAA chains. Pepsin adsorption on 
B-Mix 10 was the lowest number of around 30 mg/mL support. However, this amount was quite 
high comparing to the highest lysozyme binding that can be obtained. Therefore, B-Mix 10 
looks promising in term of balance in performance and composition of both PMAA and P2VP. 
Overall, the protein binding of the PEL modified ‘Batch B’ supports was higher than the ‘Batch 
A’, which well agreed with the grafted amount data. To focus more on the effect of extent of 
tresylation on protein adsorption, the homo and mixed PEL modified Toyopearl supports made 
from Batch A and B with similar polymer supply were compared (Figure 4-11).  
  
Figure 4-11   Static lysozyme binding (left) and pepsin binding (right) of A-PMAA (close red circles), 
B-PMAA (open red circles), A-Mix 6 (green left triangles), B-Mix 10 (dark yellow left triangles), A-
P2VP (close blue squares), and B-P2VP (open blue squares). Key: close symbols represent ‘Batch A’ 
and open symbols represent ‘Batch B’.  
The lysozyme binding of the homo PEL support, B-PMAA, was approximately twice higher 
than that of A-PMAA. This was also observed in case of the mixed PEL Toyopearl supports, 
B-Mix 10 over A-Mix 6. This higher binding reflected higher grafting densities of polymer 
chains resulted from higher degree of tresyl activation. In case of pepsin binding, influence of 
high extent of tresylation also showed in B-Mix 10 as higher pepsin bound was obtained 
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comparing to A-Mix 6. However, there was only slightly different in pepsin binding between 
B-P2VP and A-P2VP. The possible explanation is that the pepsin bound with the P2VP grafted 
support surface was saturated at around 45 mg/mL support. Thus, increasing the grafted P2VP 
chains on the surface had no effect on the pepsin bound. It is noted that at pH 6, the pepsin 
bound of A-P2VP was higher than that of B-P2VP even though B-P2VP had higher grafting 
density of P2VP chains than A-P2VP. This infers that pH-responsive behaviour was more 
highlighted in higher grafting density brush as the P2VP brush was expected to partly collapse 
at pH 6 and pepsin bound should be lower than at pH 4 and 5. To explore pH-responsive 
performance, pH-mediated protein elution was conducted. B-Mix 10 was chosen to perform the 
protein elution because it contained a balance composition of PMAA and P2VP (44%:56%) 
and displayed a good protein binding profile. The lysozyme elution of B-Mix 10 was compared 
with A-PMAA and A-Mix6, which performed high lysozyme elution. Regarding the pepsin 
elution, it was compared with A-P2VP and A-Mix-5, which showed high pepsin elution (Figure 
4-12).          
  
Figure 4-12   pH mediated lysozyme elution (left) and pepsin elution (right) of homo PEL and mixed 













































According to the result, B-Mix 10 exhibited better pH lysozyme and pepsin elution than A-Mix 
6 and A-Mix 5, respectively. Additionally, it showed as good as or better pH elution comparing 
to both homo PEL modified supports. This indicates that increasing the grafting density by 
raising degree of tresylation can improve pH-responsive protein recovery. 
This section has shown that high degree of tresyl activation influenced the high grafted amount 
of polymer chains on the Toyopearl support. This consequently improved the pH-responsive 
protein adsorption and desorption.    
4.2.5   Application of mixed PEL brush modified Toyopearl in column 
chromatography 
In order to investigate pH-responsive behaviour of the mixed PEL brush modified matrix in a 
column chromatography, it had been operated in two conditions. One is loading proteins at pH 
4 to explore the anion exchange side from P2VP chains and proteins were then eluted by shifting 
pH to 7. Finally, the column was regenerated by diluted NaOH. Another condition is inversely 
loading proteins at pH 7 for the cation exchange binding from PMAA chains and pH was then 
shifted to 4 for elution. The regeneration was performed by diluted citric acid. All buffers used 
in this study, including regeneration solutions, were low ionic strength to investigate PEL brush 
performance in ‘osmotic regime’ with only pH effect. The regeneration was also operated low 
ionic strength acid or base to obtain extremely acidic or basic pH. In these pHs, the brush was 
expected to fully ionised and stretched out to kick any protein out from the adsorbent. High salt 
buffer, used in a conventional ion exchange matrix, might cause complex brush behaviour and 




The model proteins used in this column chromatography were pepsin, myoglobin, and 
lysozyme, which represent an acidic, neutral, and basic proteins, respectively. From previous 
static binding studies, these proteins performed a good adsorption to mixed PEL supports and 
reflected an electrostatic interaction as a function of pH. These proteins can, however, not be 
mixed together and loaded in the column at the same time because pepsin will break down 
another two proteins and intense charge interaction between pepsin and lysozyme might lead 
to aggregation. Therefore, pepsin was separately loaded in the column, while the mixture of 
lysozyme and myoglobin was loaded together. However, the chromatography was operated in 
the similar conditions and the time (or volume) was synchronised to emulate a pararell runing 
of three proteins. 
For the pepsin loading at pH 4 (Figure 4-13 a-d), the flowthrough fractions were expected to 
come out approximately at 1.5 mL (0.5 mL sample loop + ~1 mL column volume). UV 
absorbance trace at 280 nm (commonly used for protein detection), from the chromatogram 
show that pepsin was not found in flowthrough when it was loaded into the column at pH 4 
before 10 CV. This suggested all pepsin bound with the support. The elution step was then 
conducted by step changing to 100% gradient of pH 7 buffer. The large peak was observed 
when pH shifting up. At 20 mL, the regeneration buffer, 10 mM NaOH, was initially fed to the 
column leading to gradually increase in pH gradient. Therefore, the pepsin peak was not 
completely dropped to the baseline and the small peak at 27 mL started to appear when pH 
reached around 7.2. This small peak continued until 31 mL when pH was 7.4, just before pH 
shooting because of diluted NaOH. This chromatogram strongly correlated with the protein 
contents in the fractions (Table 4-6). No protein was observed in the flowtroough fractions. 
Most pepsin was found in the first elution peak and some was observed in the second elution 
peak, which was just before the regeneration step. From the mass balance, it suggests that all 
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loaded protein bound to the column and subsequently it was completely eluted when pH was 
increased to 7.4. 
When the mixture of lysozyme and myoglobin was fed into the column at pH 4, only 
flowthrough peak was shown (Figure 4-13 b). No peak was obtained by changing pH to 7 or 
higher. This indicates both proteins came off in the flowthrough. It was confirmed by the LDS-
PAGE (Figure 4-13 d), Two bands represented lysozyme and myoglobin were found in the first 
two flowthrough fractions (F2 and 3). Elution and regeneration fractions were also analysed, 
but no band was shown the gel. Furthermore, The mass balance from the protein content 
analysis pointed out to the similar result. Loaded protein content was equal to the total content 
of the flowthrough fractions (Table 4-6). 
This column chromatography demonstrated that mixed PEL brush modified support displayed 
pH-resposive behaviour of dynamic protein adsorption/desorption, which was similar to the 
previous static protein binding study. The volume of loaded protein was 125 μL. However, the 
flowthrough of lysozyme and myoglobin needed approximately 8 mL of washing buffer to 
bring protein out. This delay suggested that both proteins have some weak interaction with the 
mixed PEL brush or protein-protein interaction might affect this. It is noted that the pH curve 
of pepsin binding was slightly decreased after 9 mL, which was different from the pH curve of 
other proteins (Figure 4-13 b), and of only buffer (Figure 4-13 c). This might explain by bound 
pepsin replacing counter ions in the support. Consequently, the ions were released into the low 
ionic strength buffer causing a drop in pH.     
When the proteins were loaded at pH 7 (Figure 4-13 e-h), pepsin was completely obtained in 
the flowthrough fraction, while no peak of UV 280 nm was observed in the elution and 
regeneration fractions, where the pH gradient was changed to pH 4 and pH 2.8, respectively. 
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The pH gradient after loading with pepsin was performed in the similar way as the one without 
protein loading (Figure 4-13 g). The protein content in the fractions, analysed by BCA assay, 
was matched with the peaks in chromatogram (Table 4-6). The total protein in the flowthrough 
fraction was 0.5 mg, which was equal the pepsin loaded in the column, whereas no protein was 
found in other fractions. 
Loading the mixture of lysozyme and myoglobin at pH 7 resulted in two different peaks in 
different areas (Figure 4-13 f). One was in the flowthrough and another one was in the elution 
when shifting pH. According to the LDS-PAGE, the flowthrough was identified as myoglobin, 
whereas the elution contained lysozyme (Figure 4-13 h). Two proteins were completely 
separated as expected. Myoglobin did not bind with the ionised PMAA brush in the support and 
came out straight in the flowthrough, while lysozyme bound to the brush and was later eluted 
because of collapsed PMAA brush when changing pH from 7 to 4. No protein was found in the 
regeneration (at pH 2.8) fraction as observed from chromatogram and LDS-PAGE. The protein 
content also agreed with both analyses. The values from the flowthrough and elution fraction 
were 0.49 and 0.51 mg, respectively. The mass balance showed that no protein left in the 
column after the elution step. This suggested that pH shifting elution was efficient. 







Figure 4-13  Chromatograms of mixed PEL brush modified Toyopearl with different loading proteins 
at pH 4: a) pepsin; b) lysozyme and myoglobin; c) only buffer; and at pH 7: e) pepsin; f) lysozyme and 
myoglobin; g) only buffer. SDS-PAGE of fractions collected from chromatography of lysozyme and 
myoglobin loading at d) pH 4 and h) pH 7. (M: marker, L: loading proteins, and F: fraction numbers 
related with the volume in the chromatograms, each fraction is 1 mL). 
 
































































































































 M    L    F2   3    4    5     6    7   17   18  30   31   M    L    F1   2    3    11  12  13  14  15  16   39  
Myosin 188 kDa - 
Phosphorylase B 98 kDa - 
BSA 62 kDa - 
Glutamic dehydrogenase 49 kDa - 
Alcohol dehydrogenase 38 kDa - 
Carbonic anhydrase 28 kDa - 
Myoglobin 17 kDa - 
Lysozyme 14 kDa - 
Aprotinin 6 kDa - 
Insulin, B chain 3 kDa - 
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The pH gradient curve when loading lysozyme and myoglobin at pH 7 (Figure 4-13 f) was 
different from the ones without protein loading (Figure 4-13 g). This can be explained in the 
same way as it happened when loading pepsin at pH 4. At pH 7, lysozyme bound with the 
PMAA brush, so the ions were replaced and released from the support leading to slightly higher 
in pH at around 6 mL (Figure 4-13 f). This might also explain when the lysozyme elution 
happened and caused gradually decrease pH from 30 mL onward. Since the buffer used in the 
study was low ionic strength, slightly shifting in pH can occur from protein 
adsorption/desorption.         
There is a difference between the flowthrough peaks of pepsin and myoglobin (Figure 4-13 e 
and f). Myoglobin came off straight from the column with a sharp peak, while pepsin had a bit 
of tail at the end of the peak. It suggested there is some weak interaction between pepsin and 
the brush causing delay of pepsin to pass through the column. 








Protein content in combined fractions (mg) Mass 
balance 
(%) 
Flowthrough Elution Regeneration 
Pepsin 4 0.5 0 0.414 0.085 99.8 
Lysozyme&
Myoglobin 
4 1.0 1.018 0 0 101.8 
Pepsin 7 0.5 0.538 0 0 107.6 
Lysozyme&
Myoglobin 




4.3   Conclusion 
Mixed PEL brush modified supports, consisting of PMAA and P2VP, have been fabricated by 
first grafting PMAA chains, and subsequently grafting P2VP. The effect of supplied P2VP 
concentration was investigated by applying the constant supply of PMAA. The maximum 
supply of P2VP (7.6 μmol/mL support) was observed as the best for fabricating mixed PEL 
supports. The mixed PEL modified Toyopearl support displayed pH-switchable behaviour 
according to zeta potential and sedimentation rate measurements. The full reversibility of mixed 
PEL brush was also obtained by changing between acidic and basic pH in both extreme 
(between 3.5 and 9) and intermediated (between 4 and 7) pH ranges. The PEL modified 
supports made from higher degree of tresylation Toyopearl demonstrated better characterisatics 
and performances. The effect of first grafting to second grafting steps was then determined by 
varying supply concentration of PMAA. With the highest supply of PMAA and P2VP created 
the best combination support, ‘B-Mix 10’. This support provided balance amount of both 
polymers, 44: 56 mol% of PMAA: P2VP. pH mediated elution was examined after protein 
binding and B-Mix 10 demonstrated promising pH elution result. In conclusion, B-Mix 10 
showed balanced compositions of PMAA and P2VP, which reflected in acidic and basic 
proteins binding, and showed sign of full reversibility when shifting pH, which reflected in pH 
mediated elution. Therefore, B-Mix 10 has a great potential and was selected for a further 
column chromatography study.       
The first application of the mixed PEL brush modified adsorbent, manufactured by ‘grafting to’ 
method, in a column chromatography has been investigated. The chromatography was operated 
in low ionic strength buffers, where the mixed PEL brush was in ‘osmotic regime’ and can be 
fully affected by only pH alteration. When proteins were loaded at pH 4, pepsin was completely 
adsorbed to the support and was subsequently effectively eluted by shifting to pH 7.4, while the 
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mixture of lysozyme and myoglobin was passed straight through the column. Inversely, at pH 
7, 0.5 mg of lysozyme was bound to the support and was later eluted at pH 4, whereas pepsin 
and myoglobin came out from the column at pH 7. These demonstrate the pH-responsive 
mechanism, shown in the previous studies. The extended and positively charged P2VP brush 
was occurred at pH 4 and was collapsed at pH 7, while the PMAA brush was extended and 
negatively charged at pH 7 and collapsed at pH 4. This is a proof that the mixed PEL brush 
modified support can be exploited in the column chromatography for protein separation based 
on its pI. Furthermore, the mixed PEL modified support show effective pH elution and a good 


























Chapter 5 Improvement of mixed 













5.1   Introduction 
As we demonstrated in the Chapter 2 and 3 that the mixed PEL brush modified Toyopearl had 
several advantages over a conventional ion exchange chromatography, including switchable 
anion-cation exchange performances, effective pH-responsive binding and elution, and low salt 
operational condition. The mixed PEL brush support did not only provide a great work in a 
static batch study, but it also performed well in the dynamic column chromatography. However, 
there is an issue about the protein binding capacity which was not high and improvement may 
be required to achieve better performance. 
One aspect to improve this mixed PEL modified support is increasing the grafting density of 
cation exchange polymer, PMAA chains. The grafted PMAA chains were less dense than the 
grafted P2VP chains in the mixed PEL support, reflecting in the low binding of basic proteins. 
As the issue originated from large molecular weight of PtBMA (precursor of PMAA) with low 
solubility in the solvent, alternative polymer with higher solubility could replace PtBMA. Since 
chemical structure of PtBMA contains tertiary butyl protective groups (Figure 5-1 a), which 
create long side chains, it is difficult to be dissolved in a solvent. Poly (methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) has methyl protective groups (Figure 5-1 b) leading to better solubility in the solvent. 
With better solubility, high concentration of PMMA solution can be obtained and provide more 
PMAA chains to the support. Furthermore, PMMA can be hydrolysed and generate PMAA, as 





Figure 5-1   Chemical structures of a) PtBMA and b) PMMA. 
Another way to upgrade the mixed PEL support is to improve the surface area of the base 
matrix. Agarose-based matrix with small particle size and narrow size distribution, such as, 
Praesto Pure 45®, can provide larger surface area that will allow more polymer chains to be 
anchored on. Also, with different based material, agarose adsorbent could offer different pore 
structure that might allow better access for the polymer chains. However, the agarose-based 
matrix need surface activation to create active sites for functionalised polymer chains. 
Sulphonyl chloride activation is one of the suitable approaches to establish stable covalent bond 
with amine or thiol-terminated groups of the polymer chains as it was conducted in the 
Toyopearl matrix. 
As agarose matrix commonly exposes several hydroxyl groups at the surface, which can be 
attacked by a sulphonyl chloride group. The chlorine atom is subsequently replaced by the 
hydroxyl group, forming a sulphonyl ester group (Hermanson et al., 1992). Pyridine was first 
introduced in this reaction to improve the performance in 1944 (Tipson, 1944) and since then 
sulphonyl chloride was widely used in organic syntheses. Adding pyridine helped to accelerate 
the reaction by removing generated hydrochloric acid (Hamilton et al., 2001). The sulphonyl 
ester group, acting as a good leaving group, can be attacked by nucleophiles, including amine 




Figure 5-2   Sulphonyl chloride activation reaction and nucleophilic substitution reaction (Quintero and 
Meza-León, 2005). 
Tresyl chloride (2,2,2-Trifluoroethanesulphonyl chloride) is one of the most extensively used 
sulphonyl chlorides. Tresyl chloride has been used in several studies to coupling ligands to 
chromatography supports bearing hydroxyl groups, such as agarose and cellulose (Nilsson and 
Mosbach, 1980; Scouten et al., 1986; Demiroglou et al., 1994). These studies have 
demonstrated that tresyl chloride is suitable for activating surfaces, especially in agarose-based 
matrix. 
In this work, the result and discussion section is separated into 2 parts. In part I, we explored 
the feasibility of PMMA, which has smaller molecular weight and better solubility, as an 
alternative cation exchange polymer with improved performances. The PMMA chains were 
grafted on the Toyopearl before de-protection to liberate PMAA chains. Routine analysis of 
this de-protected PMAA grafted Toyopearl was done and compared to the one contains grafted 
de-protected PtBMA. This includes protein binding and elution studies as a function of pH. 
Regarding part II, the agarose-based matrix, Praesto, was introduced as an alternative matrix 
for grafting PEL brushes. Praesto provides larger surface area and may be different pore 
structure that might improve grafting density and performances. Praesto was first activated 
using tresyl chloride and degree of tresylation was, subsequently, analysed by ICP-OES to 
investigate the optimum tresylation. The activated Praesto was grafted with homo and mixed 
PEL chains before routine analysis and functional test.       
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5.2   Results and discussion 
5.2.1   Part I:  PMMA grafting as an alternative cation exchange brush 
modified support 
5.2.1.1   Fabrication of PMAA brush support from PMMA 
Due to the problem of large molecular weight of PtBMA (MW = 29000, DP = 206), the 
solubility of PtBMA in acetone was not high enough to generate high grafting density of brush 
on the support. The large size of grafted PtBMA might also block more polymer chains to 
access active sites on the surface. This reflected in low protein binding as previously reported 
in Chapter 2. From this reason, PMMA (MW = 9800, DP = 98), which is smaller in size and is 
also a precursor for PMAA, was chosen as an alternative polymer to improve the performance 
of cation exchange PEL brush support. 
The grafted PMAA on the tresylated Toyopearl (Batch B) support, which displayed around 
twice higher in degree of tresylation than ‘Batch A’, was compared to the grafted PtBMA ones 
(both ‘Batch A’ and ‘B’), which was previously done in Chapter 3. Since PMMA is more 
soluble in acetone than PtBMA, higher concentration of PMMA could be supplied to the 
support (Figure 5-3). The higher grafted amount of PMMA was found when increasing PMMA 
supply until the point of 37.50 mg/mL support (Figure 5-3 left). The maximum grafting amount 
of 26.25 mg/mL support was observed at the maximum supply of 187.50 mg/mL support. From 
the supply of 37.50 to 187.50 mg/mL support, the grafted amounts seem to be plateau. This 
showed the similar trend and maximum grafted amount as the grafted-PtBMA Toyopearl ‘Batch 
B’ supports. However, the grafted PMMA chains and monomers were higher than the PtBMA 
chains (Figure 5-3 right and Table 5-1). It suggested that PMMA can more easily access to the 
active sites on the surface because of its smaller size and chain length. It is noted that both 
PtBMA and PMAA chains grafted on the ‘Batch B’ Toyopearl were higher than the PtBMA 
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chains grafted on the ‘Batch A’ Toyopearl (Table 5-1). This emphasises the influence of tresyl 
activation on the grafted chains on the support. 
  
Figure 5-3   (left) Calibration curve of PEL loading for polymer-grafted supports. (right) Lysozyme 
bound against monomer grafted on the supports. De-protected PMMA-grafted support (close squares) 
and De-protected PtBMA-grafted Toyopearl support ‘Batch A’ (open red circles) and ‘Batch B’ (close 
red circles). 
To investigate brush conformation, grafting density (σ), inter-grafting space (D), and radius of 
gyration (Rg) were calculated from the mentioned equations 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3, respectively. 
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1.28 1.28 0.10 3.18 5.17 0.31 
2.55 1.91 0.15 2.59 5.17 0.25 
3.83 2.55 0.20 2.25 5.17 0.22 
7.65 2.17 0.17 2.44 5.17 0.24 
11.48 2.30 0.18 2.37 5.17 0.23 
15.31 2.55 0.20 2.25 5.17 0.22 
19.13 2.68 0.21 2.19 5.17 0.21 
B-PtBMA 
0.43 0.39 0.03 5.76 8.02 0.36 
0.86 0.65 0.05 4.46 8.02 0.28 
1.72 0.78 0.06 4.07 8.02 0.25 
2.59 0.91 0.07 3.77 8.02 0.24 
A-PtBMA 
0.86 0.26 0.02 7.06 8.02 0.44 
1.72 0.52 0.04 4.99 8.02 0.31 
2.59 0.60 0.05 4.62 8.02 0.29 
3.45 0.56 0.04 4.79 8.02 0.30 
4.31 0.60 0.05 4.62 8.02 0.29 
Higher grafting density and smaller inter-grafting space were obtained from PMMA-grafted 
support (Table 5-1). This leads to high possibility of brush formation as shown from D/2Rg < 
0.5 (Zhu et al., 2007). Therefore, the PMMA-grafted support could achieve higher binding 
capacity and could be beneficial for fabricating balance compositions of mixed PEL brush 
support. 
The de-protected PMMA-grafted support with different grafting amount was hydrolysed to 
liberate PMAA brush and then bound with lysozyme at pH 9 (Figure 5-3 right). The lysozyme 
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binding correlated with the PMMA chains on the surface. When more PMMA chains were 
grafted, lysozyme binding was also higher. The plateau phase of binding reflected the plateau 
of PMMA grafted. It was appeared that lysozyme bound with the de-protected PtBMA-grafted 
supports were higher than the de-protected PMMA-grafted supports, even though higher 
grafted chains and monomers of PMMA were achieved. This indicates not all PMMA grafted 
monomers contributed to the lysozyme binding. 
5.2.1.2   Protein binding and elution study 
The lysozyme binding of de-protected PMMA brush support as a function of pH was conducted 
and was compared with the result from de-protected PtBMA brush ‘Batch B’ Toyopearl support 
(Figure 5-4 left). Low binding between lysozyme and the de-protected PMMA brush was found 
at low pH, while slightly higher binding was observed when pH became more basic. The highest 
lysozyme binding of 13.18 mg/mL support was achieved at pH 9, which was lower than the 
lysozyme binding of the de-protected PtBMA brush. The de-protected PMMA brush support 
did not display fully pH-responsive behaviour as shown in the de-protected PtBMA. At pH 7 
and 8, the lysozyme binding of the PtBMA one was higher than the binding at pH 5 to 6, 
whereas the numbers from the PMMA one were slightly different. This suggests the de-
protected PMMA brush was not fully ionised at mild basic pH due to likely incomplete 
hydrolysing PMMA chains to PMAA chains. As PMAA have a pKa of 6.4 (Santonicola et al., 
2010), the PMAA brush should be initially ionised from pH around 7 and bind with positively 
charged lysozyme. More ionised brush and higher binding can be expected with increasing pH. 
The hydrolysed PtBMA brush exhibited this PMAA brush behaviour. This indicated successful 




Figure 5-4   (left) Lysozyme bound of de-protected PMMA- (black squares) and PtBMA- (red circles) 
grafted Toyorearl supports as a function of pH. (right) pH mediated elution of bound lysozyme of de-
protected PMMA- (black bars) and PtBMA- (red bars) grafted supports. 
The pH shifting elution of lysozyme was performed after binding at pH 9 to explore pH-
responsive desorption (Figure 5-4 right). Higher eluted lysozyme was observed in both de-
protected PMMA and PtBMA brushes when higher pH switch range was conducted. The 
increase of lysozyme elution was around 40-50% when shifting each 1 pH unit for the de-
protected PtBMA brush support, whereas, approximately 5-30% increase of lysozyme elution   
pH switch was observed for the de-protected PMMA brush support. This small increase when 
changing pH indicates low degree of ionisation. It was also supported by the maximum 
lysozyme elution at pH 5. 100% elution was achieved by the PtBMA one, while only 62% 
elution was obtained from the PMMA one. Therefore, the incomplete hydrolysis of PMMA 
might be the issue and need to be investigated. 
5.2.1.3   FTIR analysis 
The PMMA-grafted and de-protected PMMA-grafted brush supports were analysed by FTIR 
to check the hydrolysis step (Figure 5-5). The Toyopearl support is methacrylate base, and its 
chemical structure is quite similar to PMMA. Thus, the spectrum of base support and PMMA-
grafted support were not much different. However, PMMA-grafted support showed absorption 

























































band at 1148 cm-1 (ester C-O) (Yang and Dan, 2003; Zhang et al., 2016). 1478 and 1255 cm-1 
for methyl –CH3 (Coates, 2006; Jiang et al., 2010).  
 
Figure 5-5   FTIR spectrum of a) Toyopearl, b) PMMA-, and c) De-protected PMMA-grafted supports. 
After hydrolysis (Figure 5-5 c), the absorption peak at 1727 cm-1 was slight lower and broader, 
suggesting a change from ester carbonyl bonds to carboxyl carbonyl bonds (Zhang et al., 2016).  
This change was subtle comparing to the one from hydrolysis of PtBMA (Figure 3-9). These 
could be due to the incomplete de-protection of PMMA. To examine this issue, the non-grafted 
polymers, both PMMA and PtBMA, were hydrolysed by the methods described before and a 
series of FTIR measurements were conducted along with PMAA, which is the desired polymer 



























   
Figure 5-6   FTIR spectrum of a) PMAA b) hydrolysed PMMA, and c) PMMA. 
The spectrum of PMMA and hydrolysed PMMA were shown in Figure 5-6 b) and c). They 
were quite similar, except the change of the peak at 1727 cm-1. The broader and lower peak 
were observed for hydrolysed PMMA, indicating the change from the localised ester carbonyl 
to the delocalised carboxyl carbonyl, which was found in the PMAA spectra (Figure 5-6 a). 
These are likely from partial hydrolysis of PMMA. In contrast, the spectra from the hydrolysed 
PtBMA showed similarity to the one from the PMAA (figure 5-7). The complete change from 
the ester groups to the carboxylic groups was achieved, reflected from the similar broad peaks 
of the hydrolysed PtBMA and PMAA at 1727 cm-1. Moreover, loss or reduction of the specific 
peaks for PtBMA was observed, including 1399 and 1366 cm-1 for the tert-butyl group; 849 
and 1255 cm-1 for methyl –CH3; 1147 cm
-1 for ester C-O (Shin et al., 2002). 
These FTIR measurements demonstrated the incomplete de-protection of PMMA, which 
possibly caused low lysozyme binding of the support even though high grafting of PMMA was 

























reported (Semen and Lando, 1969; Erhardt et al., 2003; Guo et al., 2014). Therefore, 
optimisation for this is required to improve a better performance of PMMA-grafted modified 
support.      
 


































5.2.2   Part II:  Agarose base matrix for PEL brush modified support 
5.2.2.1   Tresyl chloride activation of agarose based matrix 
‘Graft to’ approach has been also employed for PEL brush synthesis on the agarose based 
matrix, Praesto. A ‘click-chemistry’ was required to covalently bond base matrix with the 
polymers. Sulphonyl chloride reaction with amine or thiol groups were chosen for grafting 
because this conventional method has been studied for long time and proved to form a stable 
bond for ligand conjugation in chromatography supports. However, sulphonyl chloride 
activation of Praesto was required due to no pre-activated support is commercially available at 
the moment. Tresyl chloride was used to activate the agarose surface via hydroxyl groups. A 
series of tresyl chloride concentration was applied in the reaction to find an optimum 
concentration for the maximum activation. Sulphur content, specifically found in tresyl 
chloride, in the activated matrix was analysed using ICP-OES to determine degree of activation 
(Figure 5-8).      
 
Figure 5-8   Sulphur content of tresylated Praesto against supplied concentration of tresyl chloride. 
As the molar ratio between sulphur and tresyl chloride is 1:1, sulphur content in Figure 5-8 can 
be referred to tresyl activation of surface. This plot demonstrates that tresylation of Praesto 
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followed a linearly stoichiometric reaction. The maximum surface activated of 46.60 μmol/mL 
resin was obtained when supplying maximum tresyl chloride concentration of 0.21 M. This 
level of activation was fairly comparable with the number reported before from tresyl activation 
of Sepharose 4B (Demiroglou and Jennissen, 1990). The value from Sepharose 4B was slightly 
higher than the one from Praesto because Sepharose 4B was not cross-linked agarose support 
and had more available hydroxyl groups. Although the degree of activation could be increased 
beyond 46.60 μmol/mL resin, the tresyl concentration cannot exceed 0.21 M because it will 
lead to a destruction of the agarose matrix (Demiroglou and Jennissen, 1990). From this reason, 
0.21 M of tresyl chloride has been used for all grafting studies to possibly obtain the highest 
active sites. 
5.2.2.2   Fabrication of PEL brush on agarose based matrix 
The tresylated Praesto was supplied by three different concentrations of PtBMA (20, 40, and 
60 mg/mL support) or P2VP (20, 40, and 80 mg/mL support). These concentrations were 
chosen based on the previous studies in Toyopearl support (Chapter3) and the limited maximum 
solubility in acetone of both PtBMA and P2VP. The grafted amount of P2VP was increased 
with more P2VP supply and then reached the plateau phase at supply of 40 mg/mL support 
(Figure 5-9). The maximum number of 32.0 mg/mL support was achieved at 60 mg/mL support 
of P2VP supply. On the other side, PtBMA grafted amount was roughly similar for each PtBMA 
supply concentration and the maximum value of 8.4 mg/mL support was obtained from 60 
mg/mL support of PtBMA supply. The P2VP grafted amount on the Praesto was quite similar 
to the one on the Toyopearl and the loading curve also show the same trend, whereas the PtBMA 
grafted amount on the Praesto was lower than the one on the Toyopearl and this grafted amount 
was limited since the lowest supply of PtBMA without much improving by increasing supply. 




Figure 5-9   Calibration curve of PEL loading for P2VP-grafted activated Praesto (close squares), and 
PtBMA-grafted activated Praesto (open circles) 
Brush characteristics were calculated, according to the equation 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3 in Chapter 2, 
to investigate the possibility of brush formation as previously determined in the Toyopearl 
support. Table 5-2 shows the brush parameters, including grafting density, inter-grafted space 
(D), radius of gyration (Rg), and D/2Rg value, in a good solvent state to predict a conformation 
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0.69 0.21 0.002 21.95 8.02 - 1.37 
1.38 0.21 0.003 21.59 8.02 - 1.35 
2.07 0.29 0.003 18.55 8.02 - 1.16 
P2VP 
1.52 0.76 0.008 11.47 12.17 0.47 - 
3.03 2.38 0.024 6.47 12.17 0.27 - 
6.06 2.42 0.024 6.41 12.17 0.26 - 
*Calculation based on the good pH for each brush which allows them to be fully charged and 
extended.  
The numbers show that the grafting density for both PMAAand P2VP on Praesto was smaller 
than the one for Toyopearl due to a larger surface area of Praesto. Although comparable amount 
of polymers grafted on the surface, larger surface area led to low grafting density and high inter-
grafted space. From D/2Rg values and the previously mentioned criteria (Zhu et al., 2007), 
P2VP chains were likely to form a brush conformation, whereas, a mushroom regime was 
possibly formed from PtBMA chains on the Praesto support. Accessibility of the Praesto for 
the PMAAchains might be limited and cannot produce high grafting density for brush 
conformation. The PMAA- and P2VP-grafted support with the highest grafting density was 
employed in the further studies because of high possibility of PEL brush formation. 
5.2.2.3   Characterisation of PEL modified Praesto 
FTIR technique was employed to evaluate the presence of both grafted PtBMA and P2VP on 
the support. The spectrum of agarose based matrix, Praesto, PtBMA-, and P2VP-grafted Praesto 
were demonstrated in Figure 5-10. The unique absorption peaks of PtBMA were observed in 
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the spectrum of PtBMA-grafted support. These include the peaks at 1739 cm-1 for the carbonyl 
group (C=O), 1460 cm-1 for the methylene group vibration (-CH2-), and 1374-1252 cm
-1 for the 
methyl groups (-CH3). In case of P2VP-grafted support’s spectrum, the specific peaks at 1600, 
1567, 1471, and 1434 cm-1, corresponding to the aromatic carbon, were found. Apart from these 
peaks, there were also common peaks found in both spectrum, including the secondary amine 
peaks (N-H) at 1663-1642 cm-1 and C-N peaks at 1180-1179 cm-1. These absorption peaks were 
obtained as a consequence of amine-terminated polymers coupling with tresyl activated 
Praesto. This finding confirms the success of PtBMA and P2VP grafting.  
 
Figure 5-10   FTIR spectrum of a) agarose base matrix, Praesto, b) PtBMA-grafted, and c) P2VP-grafted 
Praesto. 
The FTIR spectrum of de-protected PtBMA grafted Praesto was obtained and compared to the 
PtBMA-grafted Praesto to check hydrolysis process (Figure 5-11). Change from the ester 
carbonyl groups to the carboxyl carbonyl groups was achieved, reflecting from lower and 
broader peak at 1727 cm-1. Loss or reduction of the PtBMA’s peaks was observed, including 

































for ester C-O (Shin et al., 2002). This suggests the good conversion from PtBMA to PMAA 
brush.  
 
Figure 5-11   FTIR spectrum of a) PtBMA- and b) de-protected PtBMA-grafted Praesto. 
To explore the uniformity of grafted polymers on the Praesto, CLSM was used to investigate 
the binding between the grafted support and fluorescence-tagged proteins, which will refer to 
the distribution of polymers in the beads. Strong light intensity from Cy 5-tagged lysozyme was 
observed throughout the PMAA (de-protected PtBMA) grafted Praesto (Figure 5-12 b), while 
no signal of the tagged lysozyme on the control Praesto was observed (Figure 5-12 a). For the 
P2VP grafted Praesto, high intensity of signal from Texas red-tagged BSA was shown (Figure 
5-12 d), whereas, the signal was unobservable on the control one (Figure 5-12 c). This finding 




























    
    
Figure 5-12   CLSM images of a) control and b) PMAA grafted Praesto bound with Cy 5-tagged 
lysozyme, c) control and d) P2VP grafted Praesto bound with Texas red tagged BSA. Top images are 
the same supports on a light microscope. Scale bar represents 20 μm. 
Zeta potential measurement had been conducted to determine surface charges of the support 
after grafting with PMAA and P2VP (Figure 5-13). The Praesto base matrix demonstrated 
negative zeta potential values amongst the studied pHs. These negative values were comparable 
with the values previously reported for other agarose particles (Huang et al., 2011; Ibraheem et 
al., 2014; Li and Liu, 2018). The P2VP-grafted Praesto exhibited positive zeta potential 
numbers at acidic pH (3.5-5) due to protonation of P2VP and subsequent hydronium ions 
adsorption. In contrast, at basic pH, adsorption of hydroxyl ions resulted in negative zeta 
potential values (Drechsler et al., 2012). These values are roughly similar to the ones published 
for P2VP (Burkert et al., 2009; Billing et al., 2016). The difference of zeta potential between 
the base matrix and the P2VP-grafted one confirms successful incorporation of P2VP to the 
surface. The PMAA-grafted Praesto, however, showed a slight difference from the base matrix 
in zeta potential curve. At acidic pH, the zeta potential values of the PMAA-grafted support 
were shifted up, which indicated PMAA-attached surface (Yu and Chow, 2004). The small 
changes might come from similarity of PMAA’s zeta potential curves with the base matrix 
a) b) c) d) 
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(Houbenov et al., 2003; Li et al., 2014). Another possible explanation is that low amount of 
PMAA was grafted on the support as previously mentioned.              
 
Figure 5-13   Zeta potential measurement of Praesto base matrix (open triangles), PMAA-grafted 
Praesto (open circles), and P2VP-grafted Praesto (close squares) as a function of pH. 
5.2.2.4   Functional test by static protein binding and elution 
The static protein adsorption as a function of pH was conducted by using the model proteins 
that previously used in the PEL modified Toyopearl in Chapter 3. List of model proteins, 
including pepsin, amyloglucosidase, BSA, myoglobin, RNase, and lysozyme, and their pIs were 
shown in Table 3-1. Briefly, acidic proteins (pepsin, amyloglucosidase, and BSA) and a neutral 
protein (myoglobin) were assigned to the P2VP-grafted Praesto, acting as an anion exchange 
adsorbent. On the other hand, basic proteins (RNase and lysozyme) and also a neutral protein 
(myoglobin) were applied to the PMAA-grafted Praesto, displaying a cation exchange matrix. 
The PMAA- and P2VP-grafted Praesto with the maximum grafting density were selected for 
the binding and elution studies to provide the possibly highest protein bound. As previously 
done in the polymer-grafted Toyopearl, the binding and elution studies for the Praesto were 
performed in low ionic strength buffer to investigate only pH effect on brush behaviour. 

























Figure 5-14   Static protein binding studies of P2VP-grafted Praesto (left), PMAA-grafted Praesto 
(right). 
The P2VP-grafted Praesto expressed pH-responsive protein adsorption with the acidic proteins 
(Figure 5-14 left) as same as the P2VP-grafted Toyopearl, but higher protein binding was 
obtained (Figure 3-13). High binding of pepsin and amyloglucosidase was found at pH below 
6 because P2VP chains were protonated at pH below 6.7 (Houbenov et al., 2003) and bound 
with negatively charged pepsin and amyloglucosidase. Only amyloglucosidase bound at pH 3.5 
was slightly dropped because it was close to amyloglucosidase’s pI and it provided less charged. 
The BSA highly bound with the P2VP-grafted Praesto at pH 5 and 6, where BSA and P2VP 
chains were oppositely charged, according to BSA’s pI and pKa of P2VP. From pH 6, less 
protein binding was initially observed since the P2VP brush started to collapse as expected 
(Drechsler et al., 2010). No binding of myoglobin was shown because no charge interaction 
was expected. Protein binding of the P2VP-grafted Praesto was higher than the one of grafted 
Toyopearl, which might be caused from larger surface area of Praesto provide more active sites 
to P2VP and also proteins for binding.     
The PMAA-grafted Praesto also exhibited pH-responsive behaviour as shown in lysozyme and 
RNase binding (Figure 5-14 right). Since the pKa of PMAA was approximately 6.4 (Santonicola 
et al., 2010), rise of ionised PMAA chains can be expected when increasing pH above 6.4. This 



































































led to increased lysozyme and RNase bound at basic pH. The lysozyme and RNase bound of 
the PMAA-grafted Praesto was 3 to 4 times higher than the one of grafted Toyopearl (Figure 
3-13). Myoglobin binding of this PMAA-grafted Praesto showed similar trend of binding as the 
one from Toyopearl, but in higher numbers. In spite of larger surface area provided by Praesto 
support, grafted amount of PMAA was not higher than the grafted Toyopearl. It indicates that 
high protein binding was not directly related with high grafting density of PMAA chains in case 
of Praesto support. A possible explanation for these results may be the lack of brush formation 
from the PMAA chains grafted on the Praesto leads to a wide space between the PMAA chains. 
Thus, proteins can possibly penetrate through the chains and can also bind at the side of the 
chains or the protein can probably be trapped at the support surface. In case of the brush 
conformation, small inter-graft space is expected because high grafting density of polymer 
chains, so, proteins are unlikely to penetrate through the brush and are expected to bind at the 
top of the brush. To test this assumption, further studies have to be done, including protein 
elution and protein binding against polymer grafted.   
  
Figure 5-15   (left) Influence of P2VP supplied to P2VP grafted on Praesto (black close squares) and 
pepsin binding (red open squares). (right) Effect of supplied PtBMA on PtBMA grafted on Praesto 
(black close circles) and lysozyme binding (with de-protected PtBMA, PMAA)  (red open circles). 















































































































The grafted amount of P2VP and pepsin binding affected by P2VP supply were demonstrated 
in Figure 5-15 left. Pepsin bound correlated with P2VP grafted on the surface at P2VP supply 
of 40 and 80 mg/mL support, where the higher grafting density was achieved comparing to the 
number from 20 mg/mL of P2VP supply. However, at 20 mg/mL support of P2VP supply, 
pepsin bound was comparable to the values from 40 and 80 mg/mL support, even though less 
than a half of P2VP grafted. This suggested that at low grafting density of P2VP, pepsin tended 
to pass through a space between the P2VP chains, which was larger than the one from high 
grafting density, and possibly bound to the side of the P2VP chains rather than only on the top 
of chains, in case of brush formation. As reported by Gtari et al. (2017) and Thévenot et al. 
(2017), hydrodynamic diameter of pepsin is approximately 6.0 nm. Therefore, at high grafting 
density, it is unlikely that pepsin can penetrate through the inter-graft space of P2VP chains 
because of the brush formation and the predicted inter-graft space of around 6.4 nm (Table 5-
2). In contrast, the predicted inter-graft space was approximately 11.4 nm in case of low P2VP 
grafting density, which was around twice the size of pepsin and can likely allowed the protein 
to fill in the space. 
For the PMAA-grafted Praesto, grafted amount of PMAA was low for all supply 
concentrations, which was, however, not proportionally related with high lysozyme bound 
(Figure 5-15 right). This was quite similar with the low grafting density of P2VP on the support 
and can be explained in the same way. As low grafting density was obtained from PMAA 
grafting, the inter-graft space was predictably around 18.5-21.9 nm, which was a lot larger than 
the values from the P2VP-grafted one. This infers that the proteins, with smaller size, are more 
likely to invade between the PMAA chains. It might also be the case for lysozyme, possessing 
hydrodynamic diameter of around 2.5 nm (Saha et al., 2013). This finding supports the previous 
results of lysozyme binding as a function of pH and the reason that the PMAA-grafted Praesto 
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did not show a great pH-responsive behaviour and had some background binding at acidic pH 
might come from non-specific binding with the support and/or the non-brushed PMAA chains. 
  
Figure 5-16   pH mediated elution of pepsin from P2VP grafted Praesto after binding at pH 4 (left) and 
lysozyme from PMAA grafted Praesto after binding at pH 9 (right). 
The pH-mediated elution was performed after the maximum P2VP- and PMAA-grafted Praesto 
was adsorbed with pepsin and lysozyme at pH 4 and 9, respectively. The pH was shifted 1 to 4 
pH units from the binding pH and elution was reported as eluted percentage from protein bound. 
As expected, the further pH from the binding pH, the higher the eluted percentage (Figure 5-
16). Since both pepsin and lysozyme still displayed as similar charges as in binding pH, the 
elution was occurred due to the polymer chains collapse when shifting to these elution pHs. 
The elution trend was quite similar to the P2VP- and PMAA-grafted Toyopearl, but it showed 
lower numbers. The highest pepsin elution of around 70% from the P2VP-grafted Praesto was 
achieved when changing pH from 4 to 7. The percentage of elution was smaller than the one 
from the grafted Toyopearl, which was 100%. A possible explanation is that dense P2VP brush, 
with small inter-chain space, was successfully grafted on the Toyopearl, whereas, looser P2VP 
brush was observed on the Praesto and the inter-chain space was close to the hydrodynamic 
size of pepsin. There might be a chance that some pepsin molecules passed through the brush 
















































trapped during brush collapse in pH elution step. It is also noted that pH-responsive desorption 
of pepsin from the P2VP-grafted Praesto was not as spontaneous as from the grafted Toyopearl 
because not much pepsin elution was obtained when shifting pH to 5 or 6 and larger pH shift 
was required to elute pepsin. This correlates with the previous discovery that low grafting 
density of P2VP brush on the flat surface was less sensitive to pH and ionic strength (Elmahdy 
et al., 2016).            
The PMAA-grafted Praesto exhibited pH-responsive elution of lysozyme, although the values 
were around 4 times less than the grafted Toyopearl (Figure 5-16 right). Since very low grafting 
of PMAA chains was attached on the Praesto, most of lysozyme might pass through the PMAA 
chains and bind at the side of the chain and/or at the support surface. Consequently, during pH 
elution, the PMAA chains were collapsed and could trap lysozyme at the surface causing low 
lysozyme elution. This elution profile also supports the assumption that the PMAA brush was 
not formed and agreed with all protein binding results. 
5.2.2.5   Fabrication of mixed PEL brush modified Praesto   
Mixed PEL brush Praesto supports were manufactured by two different grafting sequences to 
explore the effect of first polymer on grafting density and its performance. The tresylated 
Praesto was first grafted with PtBMA chains by using the highest supply concentration to 
achieve the possibly highest grafting density of PtBMA. As previously shown in the mixed PEL 
grafted Toyopearl, the maximum PtBMA-grafted support still allowed P2VP chains penetrate 
to the active sites and were grafted. The PtBMA-grafted support was subsequently supplied 
with the highest P2VP concentration. Another different grafting sequence was done by first 
grafting with P2VP chains before PtBMA chains. The P2VP supply concentration used in the 
first step was 20 mg/mL support to obtain approximately a half of grafted P2VP, which allowed 
more space for the larger PtBMA chains to access the support surface. The supports were de-
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protected to liberate PMAA. Both mixed PEL modified Praesto were listed in Table 5-3 with 
their compositions and brush characteristics. 

















pH 2 Neutral pH 10 
PMAA 0.29 20 0.003 18.55 - - - 
P2VP 1.91 80 0.019 7.21 - - - 
Mix-PM* 2.20 - 0.022 6.72 0.31 1.06 0.85 
P2VP 0.76 73 0.008 11.47 - - - 
PMAA 0.17 27 0.002 24.04 - - - 
Mix-PV* 0.93 - 0.009 10.35 0.50 1.67 1.23 
*Mix-PM represents mixed brush first grafted with PMAA and Mix-PV represents mixed brush first 
grafted with P2VP. 
The result shows that Mix-PM achieved higher grafting density of PEL brush than Mix-PV. 
This correlated with the previous studies in Toyopearl and also in the flat surfaces (Houbenov, 
2005). There was a large gap between the PtBMA chains that allow smaller P2VP chains to 
pass through and access the active sites. By contrast, PtBMA chains were limited to access the 
surface after P2VP was grafted, even though less than a half of the maximum grafted P2VP was 
previously grafted. Due to high affinity of P2VP chains with the surface and its smaller size, 
P2VP was grafted at higher grafting density causing smaller inter-graft space that prevented the 
PtBMA chains to pass through.  
According to the D/2Rg from Table 5-3 and the criteria previously published by Zhu et al., 
2007, Mix-PM was likely to form brush at pH 2, form mushroom at neutral pH, and form weak-
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overlap at pH 10, while, Mix-PV possibly exhibited brush at pH 2 and formed mushroom at 
neutral and pH 10. As Mix-PM had higher grafting density of polymer chains than Mix-PV, the 
brush regime was more likely to happen in Mix-PM. However, brushes were only formed at pH 
2 in both supports because only P2VP chains were grafted highly enough and could be ionised 
and extended at such pH. The protein binding and elution was further conducted to test the 
prediction of polymer chains conformation.  
5.2.2.6   Protein adsorption/desorption of mixed PEL modified Praesto      
 
Figure 5-17   Static protein binding of Mix-PM (black bars) and Mix-PV (white bars), binding with 
pepsin at pH 4 and lysozyme at pH 9. 
For binding study, pepsin and lysozyme were selected as model proteins to investigate anion 
and cation exchange properties of mixed PEL brush modified Praesto. Both Mix-PM and Mix-
PV were able to bind pepsin at pH 4 and lysozyme at pH 9 (Figure 5-17). It indicates that both 
P2VP and PMAA could be incorporated in the mixed PEL support. The pepsin bound for both 
supports was very close and the values were around 3 to 4 times less than the one from the 
homo-P2VP grafted Praesto. This was due to the P2VP grafted on the mixed supports were 
lower, which allow grafting PMAA on the support. The PMAA chains could also interfere with 
the pepsin bound in the mixed brush, even though it was not fully ionised. For this reason, Mix-





























PMAA chains. For lysozyme binding, both Mix-PM and Mix-PV also showed 3 to 5 times less 
lysozyme bound than the homo PMAA grafted Praesto since lower grafting density of PMAA 
chains in the mixed brush one. Mix-PM had higher numbers than Mix-PV because of its higher 
grafting density of PMAA chains. The binding result well agrees with the polymer chains 
conformation as previously predicted. The pepsin bound for both supports was from protonated 
P2VP brush, while the weak-overlap regime of PMAA chains influenced higher lysozyme 
bound than the mushroom conformation of PMAA chains. According to this binding study, 
both mixed supports displayed bi-functional protein adsorption (anion and cation exchange). 
Mix-PM, however, demonstrated more balance in acidic and basic protein binding as higher 
grafting density of both P2VP and PMAA was obtained.   
  
Figure 5-18   pH mediated elution of pepsin (left) and lysozyme (right) from Mix-PM (black bars) and 
Mix-PV (white bars) after binding at pH 4 for pepsin and at pH 9 for lysozyme. 
The elution profiles for both mixed PEL Praesto supports displayed pH-responsive behaviour 
as the more the pH shift, the higher the protein recovery (Figure 5-18). It is noted that the 
percentage of elution from both mixed PEL supports in both proteins was improved from both 
homo PEL supports (Figure 5-16). These mixed PEL supports also showed more sensitive to 














































with small pH shift (1-2 pH units) from the binding pH, higher protein eluted was observed 
comparing to the one of the homo PEL Praesto. It indicates that mixed PEL supports promoted 
pH-responsive protein desorption. This might result from higher grafting density was achieved 
after introducing another polymer chains to fill an inter-graft space. Apart from increasing 
grafting density, this oppositely charged polymer chains could effectively push the bound 
proteins out from the support when changing pH. This effect demonstrated in pepsin elution 
from Mix-PM. Since Mix-PM contained higher amount of PMAA chains than Mix-PV, 
negatively charged PMAA can create repulsion force with similar charged pepsin leading to 
higher elution. However, this behaviour was not found in lysozyme elution, even Mix-PM had 
high P2VP chains. Mix-PV exhibited higher lysozyme elution than Mix-PM probably because 
lysozyme loosely bound to low amount of PMAA chains. Additionally, PMAA brush was 
unlikely formed in the mixed PEL Praesto. Thus, pH-responsive was less effective as shown in 
the homo PEL PMAA support. In order to improve the pH-responsive behaviour in protein 
adsorption and desorption, higher grafting density of polymer chains are required, especially 
cation exchange chains, PMAA.     
5.2.2.7   Summary of protein binding and elution of homo and mixed PEL modified 
Praesto 
The results described in this Part II indicate protein binding and elution on homo and mixed 
PEL Praesto was influenced by the polymer chains conformation on the surface and the inter-
graft space between the chains. The conformation of attached polymer chains was dependant to 
the grafting density of chain and can be roughly predicted by D/2Rg value, which is calculated 
by mentioned equations in Chapter 4. Three possible conformations of grafted polymer chains, 
including mushroom, weak-overlap, and brush, were described by Zhu et al., 2007 and the 




Figure 5-19   Different configurations of attached polymer chains determined by D/2Rg value (adapted 
from Zhu et al., 2007). 
According to the protein binding and elution results of homo P2VP and PMAA grafted Praesto, 
schematic of proteins binding with the homo PEL Praesto was introduced in Figure 5-20. The 
P2VP brush was generated after grafting on the Praesto and bound with pepsin at acidic pH, 
where P2VP brush was protonated and stretched out from the surface and pepsin possessed 
negative charges. If high grafting density was achieved, P2VP dense brush could be obtained 
with a small inter-graft space. Thus, pepsin could hardly penetrate into the space and mostly 
bound at the top of the brush. In the case of low grafting density, the inter-graft space was 
larger, so pepsin could pass through the brush and bound at the side of the brush. This is possibly 
the reason why low grafting density of P2VP showed almost the same pepsin bound as the high 
grafting density one (Figure 5-15 left). As regards PMAA-grafted Praesto, only mushroom 
regime was formed because of very low grafting density of PMAA chains. With this regime, 
the gap between the PMAA chains was even larger than of the P2VP chains with low grafting 
density. Therefore, lysozyme could fill the gap and bound with the PMAA chains at the side at 
basic pH, where the PMAA chains were ionised and lysozyme had positive charges. The 
mushroom regime allowed some spaces for lysozyme binding under the PMAA chains. Hence, 
it could likely trap lysozyme at the surface when shifting pH and subsequently PMAA chain 
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collapse. This might also happen in the loose P2VP brush as reflected in the pH elution profile 
(Figure 5-16).     
 
Figure 5-20   Schematic of homo P2VP and PMAA grafted Praesto bind with oppositely charged 
proteins, pepsin and lysozyme, respectively. 
For the mixed PEL modified Praesto, schematic of proteins binding and elution was shown in 
Figure 5-21, where Mix-PM was selected as an example. The lysozyme and pepsin binding 
were decreased comparing to the numbers from the homo PEL grafted Praesto because another 
polymer chain were introduced on the surface and interfere proteins bound. Additionally, the 
polymer chains were also reduced to allow another polymer chain to graft on the surface. 
However, pH elution was improved in the mixed PEL Praesto as another oppositely charged 
polymer chains could repulse the similarly charged proteins out from the layer when changing 
to elution pH. Having another polymer chain on the surface might also prevent the proteins to 
interact with the surface. This improved elution reflected in more sensitive to pH shifting as 




Figure 5-21   Diagram illustrates pH-responsive protein adsorption/desorption of mixed PEL modified 
Praesto (Mix-PM). 
The protein adsorption and desorption study of mixed PEL modified Praesto demonstrates pH-
responsive behaviour, which has a great potential to develop to bi-functional chromatography 
matrix. The Praesto agarose-based support provides large surface area for anchoring polymer, 
which encourages high binding capacity. However, polymers could not be densely grafted on 
the surface leading to form loose brush or non-brush configurations. Consequently, protein 
recovery was not as high as expected. A possible explanation for this might be that the structure 
of agarose matrix was mainly consisted of water and the grafting reaction was performed in dry 
acetone that could cause shrinking of agarose structure. Thus, it might prevent polymer chains 
to pass through the pore and access the active sites.    
5.3   Conclusion 
In part I, PMMA was selected as an alternative polymer for PtBMA, which was previously 
utilised and was likely to have an issue about low solubility, leading to limited accessibility to 
the support surface. PMMA with smaller molecular weight (MW = 9800) had higher solubility 
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and was grafted on the tresylated Toyopearl support with the same method used in grafting 
PtBMA. Grafting 2.68 μmol/mL support of PMMA chains was achieved and this was higher 
than the number from grafting PtBMA chains. With this high grafting density of PMMA chains, 
the calculated brush parameters show PMMA brush formation with smaller inter-graft space 
than PtBMA grafted support. However, after de-protection of PMMA, lysozyme binding was 
not higher than the one from PtBMA. The lysozyme adsorption and desorption of de-protected 
PMMA grafted support as a function of pH were also performed and it demonstrated that the 
support did not display pH-responsive behaviour in lysozyme binding and elution as expected 
from the PMAA brush, liberated from complete hydrolysing PtBMA or PMMA. This could be 
the de-protection of PMMA was incomplete and the brush cannot be fully ionised. 
FTIR analysis has been carried out to investigate the root cause of this issue. The spectrum 
show that ester groups were slightly converted to carboxylic groups in the de-protected PMMA 
grafted support. Hydrolysis of non-grafted PMMA and PtBMA was performed and analysed 
by FTIR. The spectrum of the de-protected PMMA shows incomplete hydrolysis, whereas, the 
de-protected PtBMA’s spectrum was identical to the one of PMAA, indicating complete 
hydrolysis. In conclusion, PMMA has a potential for grafting mixed PEL brush modified 
support with high grafting density. However, de-protection of PMMA need optimisation to 
achieve a better performance.   
Part II described fabrication homo and mixed PEL grafted Praesto, which is an agarose base 
matrix possessing larger surface area than Toyopearl. P2VP and PMAA chains was successfully 
grafted on the Praesto using “graft to” approach, which previously used in Toyopearl. The 
presence of polymers was confirmed by FTIR analysis and zeta potential measurement. The 
uniform distribution of polymer chains in the support was observed by fluorescence images 
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from CLSM. The maximum grafted P2VP was 2.42 μmol/mL support, whereas 0.29 μmol/mL 
of support was the highest grafted PMAA. Lower grafting density of PMAA chains resulted 
from its larger size. With higher grafting density, P2VP brush was likely formed, while, 
mushroom regime was possibly obtained from grafted PMAA chains. However, the highest 
protein binding for both polymer chains was closely similar, approximately 45 mg/mL support, 
because a larger inter-chain space between PMAA chains allowed protein to fill the gap and 
bind at the side of the chains. This impacted on low protein elution from PMAA chains since 
the protein could be trapped when the chain collapsed during pH elution. However, both P2VP- 
and PMAA-grafted Praesto displayed pH-responsive protein binding and elution. 
In the case of mixed PEL Praesto, the high grafting density was achieved by first grafting 
PtBMA and subsequently grafting P2VP. This grafting order provided PEL brush conformation 
leading to bi-functional protein binding with more balance between anion and cation exchange 
functions. Apart from the protein binding, the mixed PEL modified Praesto offered pH-
responsive protein elution with more sensitive to pH shift than the homo PEL support. These 
performances are promising for manufacture of mixed PEL brush modified support. 
Nevertheless, improvement of grafting density is required to achieve better Protein adsorption 
and desorption in term of capacity, selectivity, and sensitivity.         





























6.1   Conclusions 
The work described in this thesis responds to the need for greater innovation in chromatography 
to mitigate perceived sustainability failings of currently practiced adsorption chromatography 
(Prazeres et al., 1999; Przybycien et al., 2004; Farid, 2008; Jagschies, 2008; Maharjan et al., 
2008; Maharjan et al., 2009; Müller et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2015; De Palma, 2017), and ion 
exchange chromatography in particular. Ion exchange processes invariably employ copious 
amounts of salt for desorption, which must be removed, recycled or disposed of, in additional 
operations. Smart polymer modified supports employing changes in temperature (Pankaj 
Maharjan et al., 2008; Maharjan et al., 2009; Müller et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2015) or pH 
(Willett, 2009) for desorption, provide obvious ways of minimising salt use and associated 
recycle/disposal issues. Matrices embellished with pH tunable polymers have the advantage 
that they are compatible with standard bioprocess chromatography equipment, whereas 
thermos-responsive media are not (Müller et al., 2013; Cao et al., 2015). Hence, the aims of 
this study were to: (i) employ oppositely charged weak polyelectrolyte chains to fabricate a new 
class of porous ion exchange adsorbent with reversible pH switchable AEX – CEX binding and 
elution behaviour; and subsequently (ii) test the concept using zeta potential measurements, and 
bind-elute studies employing model acidic, neutral and basic proteins in batch and 
chromatographic modes.  
Previously Willett (2009) employed ‘grafting from’ and ‘grafting to’ approaches to modify the 
surfaces of non-porous magnetic beads (M-PVA, a cross-linked poly(vinyl alcohol) 
impregnated with magnetite) with mixed PELs of P2VP and PMAA. Though much higher 
polymer loadings and protein capacities were obtained using sequential Cerium (IV) initiated 
‘graft from’ polymerisation, sequential ‘grafting to’ was selected for modification of meso-
macroporous chromatography beads for reasons of simplicity, control, ease of characterisation, 
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and perceived concerns, that unless properly controlled, ‘graft from’ polymerisation of 
monomers could lead to closing down of pores, especially those at the surface and of smaller 
mesopores,1 leading to non-uniform polymer distribution throughout the support.  Within limits 
(discussed below) the sequential ‘grafting to’ approach adopted did indeed provide precise 
control of the compositional make-up of mixed PEL brush adsorbents from both starting 
materials (tresyl activated Toyopearl HW65 and Praesto 45). Systematic optimisation of the 
homo PEL grafting reactions for each polymer chain type was fundamental in guiding the 
manufacture of mixed PEL adsorbents and informing understanding of brush characteristics 
and performance. Uniform distribution, pH reversible charging, protein binding and elution 
behaviour were all demonstrated, and the crowning success of the chromatographic pH elution 
studies (i.e. ~100% recovery in both directions) validated the pH switchable IEX separation 
concept.  
Despite all of the above, two issues prevented fabrication of densely grafted mixed PELs 
possessing high lysozyme binding capacities, namely: (i) the poorer grafting efficiency of the 
protected precursors2 of PMAA cf. P2VP on both Toyopearl HW65 and Praesto 45 media; and 
(ii) in the case of PMMA, incomplete removal of the protecting group. While using the shorter 
more soluble amine-terminated PMMA (DP = 98) raised the chain grafting density ~2.5–fold 
and increased the PMMA monomer loading by ~35%, the resulting lysozyme binding capacity 
following deprotection dropped. FTIR analysis work highlighted the need for rigorous 
optimisation of this step in future.  
 
1 According to IUPAC nomenclature mesopores have diameters between 2 and 50 nm. Pores smaller 
than 2 nm are classified as micropores and those bigger than 50 nm are macropores (Mays, 2007). 
2 For Toyopearl HW65 based PEL adsorbents >2 and ~1.5 fold lower for PtBMA and PMMA 
respectively (calculated on a monomer basis).  
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6.2   Future work 
Commercial polymer grafted ion exchange media prepared from a single type of chain are made 
by ‘grafting to’ and ‘grafting from’ methods (Müller, 1990; Brooks Lenhoff, 2011; Zhao et al., 
2019. Classical commercial representatives of the ‘graft to’ and ‘graft from’ type are 
respectively: GE Healthcare’s Sepharose XL ion exchangers, which feature flexible dextran 
extenders that are subsequently coupled with quaternary amine (Q) or sulphopropyl (SP) 
functions; and Merck’s Fractogel® EMD series of ion exchange matrices prepared Ce(IV) 
initiated polymerisation of functionalised monomers (Müller, 1990; Willett, 2009; Brown et 
al., 2013). ‘Grafting from’ schemes tend to be much more complex and expensive than ‘grafting 
to’, but they generally result in higher grafting densities and more ordered layers (Minko, 2008; 
Hansson et al., 2013; W. Chan et al., 2016; Ming Zhao et al., 2019). Using identical strong 
cation exchange PELs synthesised in solution from 3-sulphopropyl methacrylate (SPM) and 
then covalently grafted and on support by atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP) of the 
same SPM monomer Zhao and coworkers (2019) showed that at equivalent PEL loadings very 
different architecture were formed. ‘Grafting from’ gave more regular ligand distribution, 
denser chain packing, smaller layer depths and less pore closure cf. ‘grafting to’, which resulted 
in significantly enhanced dynamic binding capacities for lysozyme (~2 fold) and especially the 
much larger γ-globulin (~7 fold). For the future development of highly performing AEC–CEX 
chromatographic media the use of ‘grafting from’ polymerisation with controlled monomer 
addition (Rubio et al., 2017) should be investigated. Increased PEL grafting density will likely 
bring concomitant improvements in  protein binding capacity (Meng et al., 2012) and also 
perhaps stimuli-dependent response (Elmahdy et al., 2016) cf. the ‘grafting to’ procedure 
employed in this study, and should therefore be investigated. The base starting materials used 
in this work have similar pore size distributions to the bulk of base matrices used for 
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commercially available PELs. However, with the growing interest in increasingly larger and 
more complex therapeutic proteins (e.g. monoclonal antibodies, antibody drug conjugates) and 
other entities perhaps the use of chromatography media or alternative formats with larger 
accessible pores, e.g. monoliths (Simone et al., 2017) or membranes (Fan et al., 2017), or non-
porous fibres (Schwellenbach et al., 2016; Jiang and Marcus, 2017; Trang et al., 2019) that can 
be packed in columns, might prove more suitable for the manufacture of AEX–CEX media. 
The preliminary column chromatography studies performed in this study should be extended in 
rigorous fashion. Particular focus should be placed on breakthrough curve analysis as functions 
of pH and flowrate with acidic, neutral and basic proteins, and especially on developing and 
applying pH gradients of appropriate shape to explore whether AEX–CEX chromatography 
exhibits promise for use in polishing applications. Additionally, applying mixture of acidic, 
neutral, and basic proteins in column chromatography studies should be investigated. Such 
studies should be augmented with: (i) measurements of pore-size distribution analysis by using 
inverse size-exclusion chromatography (ISEC), which would add understanding concerning 
brush architecture and behaviour during pH alteration (Yao and Lenhoff, 2006; Bhambure et 
al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016), and (ii) modelling and simulation to provide a comprehensive 
understanding of protein adsorption mechanisms on the mixed PEL-grafted porous matrices 
(Basconi et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2018).  
Finally, all batch binding and elution and chromatography studies were done in the ‘osmotic 
brush regime’ (low ionic strength) and the study focused on the balance of AEX – CEX  
character, reversibility of charge and the electrostatic interactions thought to drive protein 
binding and elution. However, charge compensation between two oppositely charged PEL 
chains, P2VP and PAA, has been observed at around neutral pH, resulting in the 
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hydrophobic/complex mixed mode (Mikhaylova et al., 2007; Hinrichs et al., 2009).3 Given that 
hydrophobic interactions increase with ionic strength driving higher binding capacity, the 
examination of protein adsorption – desorption to mixed PEL adsorbents in the ’salted brush’ 
regime (Elmahdy et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016; Drechsler et al., 2018) is merited, although 












































7.1   Order of blocking and hydrolysation 
To investigate influence of the sequence of blocking and hydrolysation to one another, the 
PtBMA-grafted Toyopearl supports were prepared in two different orders. One was first 
blocked by 1 M ethanolamine after grafting, and subsequently hydrolysed by 50%V/V TFA. 
Another one was done in the reverse order with first hydrolysation and then blocking. No 
significant different in lysozyme binding observed from two different orders of blocking and 
hydrolysation (Figure 7-1). 
 
 










































7.2   Column efficiency testing 
The peak asymmetry was used to determine the quality of packing column (Bak and Thomas, 
2007). Briefly, 5% (v/v) of acetone in water (10 μL) was injected to the column and the obtained 
peak was analysed by Unicorn 5.15 software for an asymmetry factor (As). A typical acceptance 
range is 0.8 < As < 1.8. The As of the mixed PEL Toyoreal packed column was 0.99 which is 
in the acceptable range (figure 7-2). 
 
Figure 7-2   Screenshot from Unicorn 5.15 sofware showed an 2% acetone peak from the mixed PEL 








7.3   Calibration curve of picric acid in NaOH for the TNBS assay 
  












7.4   Calibration curve of Orange II 
 












7.5   Calibration curve of sulphur element from ICP-OES 
 
























Equation y = a + b*x
Plot B
Weight No Weighting
Intercept 0 ± --
Slope 1.10807 ± 0.036






7.6   Calibration curve of polymer solutions from FTIR 
 
 























Equation y = a + b*x
Plot Absorbance
Weight No Weighting
Intercept 0 ± --






















Equation y = a + b*x
Plot Absorbance
Weight No Weighting
Intercept 0 ± --
Slope 0.04563 ± 9.






7.7   Zeta potential measurements of model proteins as a function 
of pH 
 









































7.8   Degree of conjugation 
  
Figure 7-8   Chromatograms of Texas Red-X-tagged BSA (left) and Cy5-tagged lysozyme (right) 
purified by PD-10 desalting columns packed with Sephadex™ G-25 resin. Key: A280 for proteins (black 
lines); A595 for Texas Red-X (red line); A647 for Cy5 (blue line).  
Degree of conjugation was calculated by the following equation; 




where Amax is the absorbance of the protein-dye conjugate at the λmax for the dye, MW is the 
molecular weight of protein, εdye is the extinction coefficient of the dye at its λmax, and protein 








where A280 is the absorbance of the protein-dye conjugate at 280 nm and εprotein is the extinction 
coefficient of the protein and CF is the correction factor of the dye (www.lifetechnologies.com). 
Dye λmax εdye CF 
Texas Red® 595 80,000 0.18 







BSA 66,400 43,824 0.835 0.111 
Lysozyme 14,400 38,940 0.859 0.702 
Thus, DOC of the BSA-Texas Red conjugate is 0.14, whereas DOC of the lysozyme-Cy5 
conjugate is 0.1 




























































































7.9   Calibration curve of BSA used in BCA assay 
 










































Absorbance @ 562 nm
Equation




Intercept 0 ± --
B1 0.64448 ± 0.01353
B2 0.14588 ± 0.00781
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